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it’s branches to the very tippy top. Higher, higher,
higher until I was swaying perilously back and forth.
Thinking that no one could hear me, I would scream
my frustrations into the sky. I wanted to be cleaned of
all the things that made me different, so I sucked up
the little bit of Indian in me and learned the rules to
succeed in a white world. Be polite. Get an education.
Don’t question, just accept.
Redwire is 7. For 7 years some very dedicated people
and some people with fluctuating levels of dedication
have been pumping out issues of Redwire. In my
experience, youths are not always the most reliable
when it comes to deadlines, showing up on time or
showing up at all; but the beauty of Redwire is that in
all those chaotic places where I imagine it seemed near
impossible to keep it together. Someone believed in the
potential of Redwire. And someone just kept plugging
at it.
My assumption is that most often it was Tania Williard
(our retiring matriarch) still bailing water at the eleventh
hour, making last minute changes before rushing to the
printers. But I know that there are also lots more of you
out there who have put your love, honesty, humour, and
sweat into the pages of Redwire over the last 7 years. I
thank you.
I distinctly remember being 7 myself because it was the
only year of my life that I have ever experienced being
bullied. This older boy in my school used to search me
out after school waiting for the bus, lunch pail in hand.
“Indian!” I remember the way the word would roll off his
tongue as he sat behind me on the bus and whispering
taunts in my ear. “Dirty little Indian. You want to fuck
my friend don’t you Indian?” Tears would roll silently
down my big brown freckled cheeks. I had no way of
understanding why he would say these things to me. I
used go for long walks alone in the woods listening to
the rain and watching the spiders weave their webs. I
would search for the highest tree I could find and scale

How beautiful this publication is. Working on my
first issue has pulled me out of a long confusing but
necessary winter of self reflection. As I sifted through
your submissions, I was reminded how valuable our
stories are to each other.
I urge all you faithful writers to continue climb to the
very tippy top into the places where you have chosen
raw honesty over sheltered safety. If you feel up to
climbing this tree with me, join us for the next 7 years
of redwire havoc. Scream your truth. Cuz you never
know who’s ears are listening at the windows below,
comforted by your words.
I am willing to do the work if all you redwire die-hards
are willing to give me the guidance.
Marika Swan

Graphic- Redwire

Redwire Magazine Vol. 7 Issue #2
The review, “How much Native Makes Ya Native? Tasha Faye Evans’
Play, She Stands Still”. was written by Michelle Laflame.
In the feature, “And The Winner Is...The Greatest
Indian Revealed!” we accidently spelled the name of a Metis adventurer
wrong, It’s Ranald MacDonald, not the fast-food clown Ronald McDonald.
Also in that same article we spelt Janice Toulouse Shinqwaak’s name
wrong. We apologize for that.
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Dear Redwire,
I’m inmate Keith Richard Prosper.
I wrote this rhyme to show the bros that it’s easy
to accomplish anything. I was wondering if you
respectable people at Redwire could publish the
rhyme (poem) in the poetry section. It’s just a quick
representation that it’s hard anywhere you go, I don’t
want people lookin’ at this place as a joke. In other
words I’m a short timer. But I wanted to leave knowing
I did this for all of us. It’s good, and bad. This is a big
favor. I leave in June, so if you could consider this
as making a dream come true, that would be cool.
Please, please, please with a Bye- Bye Now.
Peace Out
(check out Keith’s rhyme in the poetry section)

Tansi Redwire,
I am at the upper edge of being classed as “youth” and
I am non-Aboriginal, although I was the first born in my
family on Turtle Island and so I have been deepening
my connection to and respect for this land through
learning about the people that have lived here long
before the Europeans arrived.
I came to Native studies as an environmentalist
through the realization that Aboriginal Peoples’
relationship to the land defined them both
economically, and culturally/spiritually. With the
systematic destruction of ecosystems, so has begun
the destruction of the uniqueness of Aboriginal people.
Conversely, I have realized, without the traditional
wisdom of elders who pass along the language, skills
and wisdom of generations, nobody in this land will
have the resources necessary to be good stewards of
the land; in other words, we all either depend on this
wisdom or will have to in order to survive the years to
come, with our ecosystem damaged, our biodiversity
diminished and our basic elements polluted.
Please let me know if I can be of service to your
quality publication.
Shalom,
Alon Weinberg
Dear Redwire,

artwork by Jordan M. Auger,
Bigstone Cree Nation
March 21/05
Lakeside Outreach School

I am a white girl who knows very little about Native
ways. A few years ago I was sitting on a bench in
downtown Vancouver when a Native man came up
and sat down beside me. He said to me, “If you want
to feed your father put _____, _____ and _____ in a
pouch and bury it in the ground.” He then got up and
left. My father, or course, was dead. At the time I did
not know what to think. Now, I know I want to perform
this ritual. If you could possibly find out for me what
those substances were that were supposed to be in
the pouch, or if you could find someone who would
know, I would be very grateful.
Sincerely,
Pam May
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Getting a handle on adoption
ignorance
I found this article inside my favourite
newspaper here in Calgary on Thursday
March 3rd,2005:
http://www.ffwdweekly.com/
Issues/2005/0303/view.htm

Letter to the editor printed in the Georgia Straight, a free
Vancouver weekly

Sun Peaks foe calls for ethical leisure

I was extremely disappointed to read Jack Christie’s glowing
review of the Sun Peaks ski resort in Kamloops, B.C. [“Sun Peaks
Is Perfect on Ice,” January 20-27]. As you surely are aware, the
Secwepemc people in the Skwelkwek’welt region have been
engaged in a long and unjust battle with Sun Peaks, Fairmont/
Delta Hotels, and the B.C. provincial government, which has
acted on behalf of Sun Peaks to have those Indigenous peoples
removed from the land and jailed. The territory being developed by
Sun Peaks has never been ceded. Homes have been demolished
in the expansion process, and the Secwepemc people have
repeatedly stood their ground in protest only to be told that private
development has more entitlement to their land than they do. This
is a continuation of over 500 years of colonial expansion at the
expense of Indigenous peoples of this country.
I know Jack Christie is a well-experienced and widely respected
writer on outdoor activities in B.C., so it was disconcerting to read
his endorsement of what Sun Peaks has “accomplished” through
its morally reprehensible actions against the Secwepemc people. I
think it’s important that we aim to enjoy leisure activities that do not
come at the humanitarian expense of others. If we can have ethical
recreation it is irresponsible to turn a blind eye to contemporary
colonization, and it is indictable to knowingly participate in it.
Tania La Salle
Vancouver

So in response I wrote a letter to the editor
and publisher.
Dear Editor and FFWD Newspaper,
I am writing in regards to your recent issue
(Thursday, March 3rd, 2005: Vol. 10 #13)
and the article by Reuel S. Amdur, “Getting
a Handle on Native Adoptions” in the
viewpoint section.
I am an artist in Calgary and work for
many “Native Organizations” I have
traveled across the western part of Canada
promoting my Blackfoot/Ojibway culture
and Identity. It saddens me that in 2005,
the ignorance that Mr. Amdur portrays in
his article still exists. What scares me the
most is that FFWD printed such trash and
irresponsible garbage about First Nations
people. I thought that FFWD where better
than this. I am an avid reader and I’m
thoroughly disgusted and horrified that
such biased views on Aboriginal people in
Canada were printed in
my favourite newspaper.
The views that Mr. Amdur
wrote are ignorant, biased
and outdated.
The facts about adoption
are still unclear to the
public because of the
misuse of information by
mainstream media. The
policies set by Aboriginal
peoples in Canada vary
widely from place to place.
The ideas around Native
people adopting Native
children stem from not
only the fact they were
ripped from their families

photograph by Chantel Wiese
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sees Native children? As white baby’s? I’m sorry to say
but I was born an Aboriginal Person, which makes my
culture and identity inherent to me. It seems that Mr.
Amdur can’t see our people as First Nations, or that the
culture is integral to our children’s wellbeing.
and community bonds from the late 1800’s until the
1970’s but also that Aboriginals have always relied on
community to survive. The policies by the European,
white, dominant culture are what destroyed the family
and community unit that Native people rely on. The
idea of intervention by non-Native culture on First
Nations people is a well-documented disaster that
has been affecting these children, not the system by
that Aboriginals are implementing to get their stolen
generations back!!!
Mr. Amdur states, “If native placements are not
available, the Native organizations and child welfare
authorities should get together to find ways to develop
them. Currently, foster parents are seen as volunteers,
but perhaps if they were made employees there would
be a greater chance of recruiting native foster parents.
Such an approach might also make for less turnover
in foster placements.” This seems easy enough for
an outside non-Native social worker to say. These
solutions by Euro-centric dominant culture have proved
to fail. It is easier said than done. If anything, the
problems stem from the residential schools, the media,
and interventions by the dominant white culture.

Another suggestion is “The Passionate Eye’s; Blue
Eyes documentary.”
Just because one does not grow up on a reserve does
not mean one is unable to know and practice one’s
culture. My Father was in the Canadian Armed Forces
for over 25 years. I grew up in the city and on army
bases, and I have always known my Blackfoot/Ojibway
heritage. I also teach, and make art that bridges an
understanding between Native and non-Native issues something that a lot of my generation values and wants
to pass on.
Mr. Amdur needs to realise that non-Natives don’t have
any right to change our policies on adoption. The same
cases he states happen in “White culture” adoption.
The intervention and dominance of the western culture
and its systems are what have been destructive to
Native people. This ignorance has to stop!!
Terrance Houle
Artist, Activist, Filmmaker, Father
p.s. I can’t Believe TOMB illustrated this article.

What about the cases that have been positive? I know
of several adoption cases where the children have
found sustainable homes, and a learning environment
that offers them Native teaching. In my own family
there are countless stories of children adopted by
community members or family members. I think that Mr.
Amdur should stop looking from the outside and open
his eyes to the fact that Aboriginal communities don’t
need non-Native adoption, it doesn’t work. I suggest
you read “Stolen Generations: Book of Voices: Voices
of Aboriginal Adoptees and Foster Children”, which
recounts the alienation and problems found with crosscultural adoption.
Native people adopting Native children is based on the
idea that Aboriginal people are using their Community
as a means to support one another, like many
generations have done in the past. We relied on this
system for generations, until the Europeans came to
this land.
Mr. Amdur also states, “Infants have no Culture:
Culture is acquired, not inherited.” I wonder how he
artwork by Jamie Koebel
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This DVD lacked a proper menu and also chapters, which
could have incorporated an introduction to the dancers
and their characters, acting as a general reference, like a
program for a dance show. The beginning of the story was
in English, the rest was narrated in Blackfoot. It would have
been great to have an option of hearing it in either language,
or English subtitles, to have a clearer understanding of what
was happening to the characters. (Although, it did come with
English liner notes.)
Also, being a dancer, I also find that we have a major challenge
in the editing of our own choreography. The video editing was
good, but because dancers are such athletes, and traditional
storytellers have the ability to last for weeks and never tire,
sometimes dancing can last long past the point is made.
With video and television we are accustomed to quick paced,
succinct storytelling. I experienced a 20 minute short story
version of Quest at the Scotia Bank Dance Centre, and it was
just as beautiful and moving a story as this video. But if you
have never seen a contemporary Aboriginal dance piece, I
would say this is a quality introduction.
Leena Minifie

Voila! Dance on DVD!
Quest
Soaring Heart Pictures, 48 minutes

Quest is a recent video released on DVD produced
by Soaring Heart Pictures, Byron Chief-Moon writes,
choreographs, and dances while Byron McKim directs.
This story was inspired by the Blackfoot’s creation story,
and Chief-moon’s grandparent’s story of the “Sleeping
People,” and present day modern life and the loss of
respect for mother earth and everything we know as
sacred and spiritual. I love the combination of dance and
film, not only because I am involved in both, also because
of the freedom it offers to the medium. You can have a
dance piece designed solely for stage, like Quest then put
it into a motion picture. Voila! They were able to change
environments, lighting, sound, and perspective, whether
that be close ups, full 360 shots, or a high crane shot.
Props to the dancers for being able to dance on such
drastic terrain for days in mostly bare feet! This dance piece
moves a meadow to the forest to the ocean in Spanish
Banks, to downtown Vancouver on top of a building, to a
parking lot, and then to a riverbed, etc. The cinematography
was stunning and the quality was amazing. Quest also has
a beautiful musical score by Russell Wallace.
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7th Annual Aboriginal Film &
Video Festival a Success
As many of you know, the IMAGeNation Film Festival is held
in Vancouver every year in February. Every year they have a
famous actor/actress MC. Last year it was Evan Adams, who
acted in Smoke Signals; this year it was Gary Farmer. You
will know him from Pow Wow Trail or Dead Man. I did not
recognize him at first because he had really short gray hair
and in his movies he has long black hair like a real Native,
talk about extensions or a wig. It was a full house, that’s for
sure, at the Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship Center. All the
seats were full and people were even standing. People from
all over the world like Australia were here to witness the
opening event. It was great to get to see Gary Farmer; he
sure made everyone in the gym laugh with all his hilarious
stories. He likes to be naked. There were many great movies
that were shown as the night progressed. Free food, great
movies, having Gary Farmer with us and just observing
everyone laughing and having a great time.
Maggie Joseph
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drive from Vancouver, I realize that even Telegraph isn’t that
far. There is still so much more space.
That being said, I’ve only ever had Arctic Dreams to rely
on. In fact the arctic just seems so far away, in distance, in
songs, in art, in literature; so far that I am at a loss for words.
Your book has helped me. (Also, the accompanying art
for each of the twelve stories has helped me want to draw
again. Never thought I would say those words).
Alootook, there are so many questions I want to ask you,
but not enough space on this paper… so with that, I want to
say, Arctic Dreams is an important book. I think it should a
bible of the arctic. Everyone should have to read it before
they visit and it should replace the bedside bible in all of
the hotels and motels. There should be a standardized test
created and implemented in all of the public school systems.
Dare to dream.

Arctic Dreams and Nightmares
shows the northern way

Alootook Ipellie, you are a teacher of reverence and of
mystery. We can all learn from your truth, your heart, and
your humour. No longer should we look to Farley Mowatt
and the classic Museum Exhibitions of arctic culture to
inform us of what goes on in the arctic. No more shall we
read the didactic panels of the arctic identity.
I shall now look to you, Alootook Ipellie, for the lessons.
For more information please check out
www.theytusbooks.ca
Peter Morin

This is a story of an Inuk who has been dead for a thousand
years and who then recalls the events of his former life
through the eyes of his living soul. It’s also a story about
a powerful shaman who learned his shamanic trade as an
ordinary Inuk. He was determined to overcome his personal
weakness, first by dealing with his own mind and, then, with
the forces out of his reach or control.
The Artic is a world unto its own where events are imagined
yet real and true to life, as we experience them unfolding each
day.
- introduction, “Arctic Dreams and Nightmares”
Dear Alootook Ipellie,
When I first saw your book Arctic Dreams and Nightmares I
think I had a vision, a vision of really big space. In the vision
I saw a people who moved in that big space. They moved
with a sacredness I had never witnessed. I must admit I was
inspired and envious.
Then, as I looked inside the pages of your book, read the
words, I began to understand what I saw. Your words really
expressed to me the voices of the arctic land, voices that were
and are moving in a sacred way to creation. When I think
about the times I visited my home community at Telegraph
Creek, which is pretty far north, about a twenty-seven hour
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As excited as I was to read this book, I did find that it could
have used a stronger edit. I mean here at Redwire we can’t
really claim to be great at avoiding spelling and grammar
mistakes, and in the end the importance of Aboriginal
language writing and preservation is more important, but still
there are a lot of mistakes.
If you value the heritage of your ancestors and realize that
language is a key to understanding and continuing their
ways of life, you will read this book. Hopefully, maybe you
readers will also come to write using Aboriginal languages. It
is us young people who need to make the effort to keep our
languages alive. Talk to your elders, read Aboriginal books,
watch Indian movies and even APTN sometimes, it’s an
investment in our futures.
Tania Willard

A Shuswap Journey through
the Secwepemc language
As a Secwepemc I was excited to hear about the release
by Theytus Books, an established Aboriginal publisher, of
a novel about Secwepemc with Secwepemc words and
phrases sprinkled throughout. The novel, Shuswap Journey,
is about a young Shuswap girl, Specqmic, who is taken in a
raid as a slave and travels far away from Secwepemculc (the
Shuswap country) and escapes in an attempt to reach her
homeland again.
The story also incorporates Secwepemc (Shuswap) religion,
customs, and ways into the story as well as language.
The story takes place in the time of early contact with
white settlers. Harold Eustache, the author is an elder of
the Simpicw of the Secwepemc who hold the traditional
territories along the North Thompson. Harold speaks
Secwepmectsin (Shuswap language) and teaches the
language in his work at the Native Education Centre in
Vancouver.
This book is an important contribution to keeping our
language alive. I only hope that young people read it; the
book is suited to a junior reader or adults.
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Two Worlds Colliding
examines police brutality
Two Worlds Colliding by Tasha Hubbard is a documentary
about police and Aboriginal communities in Saskatchewan.
It is a strong contribution to Aboriginal social justice
documentaries, in the footsteps of films like Alanis
Obomsawin’s Kahnasatake: 270 years of Resistance.
Tasha Hubbard’s documentary examines the cases of
several Aboriginal men driven to remote areas in the
winter and abandoned by police, a practice that has
resulted in several unsolved fatalities of Aboriginal men.
In Saskatchewan an Aboriginal man is more likely to go
to jail than graduate highschool. And police brutality and
misconduct in Aboriginal communities have been under
scrutiny since the death, in 1990, of Neil Stonechild, and
since the unlawful confinement and abandonment of Darell
Knight in freezing weather.
Two Worlds Colliding examines the issues and the people
involved, not only the Aboriginal people and families. Tasha
Hubbard travelled with police to experience their interactions
within the Aboriginal community. Some of this footage is
jarring in its depiction of stereotypical and racist views held
by the police. As well in a scene that shows Aboriginal
people protesting police involvement in deaths of Aboriginal
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people, a non-Native woman defending the police
screams, “How much do you drink? How much
bingo do you play? How much welfare you on?”
Amidst the racial tension and cultural conflicts,
Tasha weaves the story of the loss experienced
by Neil Stonechild’s parents with a depiction
of Saskatchewan at a boiling point. And at one
point a call centre is set up to receive complaints
from Aboriginal people about the police. The call
centre is flooded with over 800 calls in the first few
weeks.
I have been to Saskatchewan once and I
remember an experience at a gas station when
a white attendant ignored and belittled a drunk
Aboriginal man. I know racism exists in systemic
and both obvious and hidden ways but I do
remember the sense of tension in Saskatchewan,
that being Aboriginal was somehow a class of
animal rather than a proud, rich and diverse
culture.
Tasha Hubbard’s filmmaking brought us this story,
so that we can learn, protect and respect each
other, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. We have to
work towards the abolishment of racism in our
communities and in our cities, and strive for justice
for those whose voices are silenced and lives lost
to racism.
Tania Willard

Breach of Trust explores the
sounds of their native roots
Indigenous Indy Rock at its finest. These guys really rock.
And they’re making it big time across Turtle Island.
Having released their debut “Songs for Dying Nations”with
EMI Music Canada entitled back in 2001, they have
continued to grow and build on this success with their new
album “Breach of Trust,” released in late 2004. This 12track CD release is a more personal and exploratory album,
with a distinctive sound taking from their roots in Northern
Saskatchewan. Rural life and Native ways comprise the
backbone understanding of where these guys come from.
The band consists of 4 people: Williams Aubut on the
drums, Marty Ballentyne doing vocals and guitars, Brent
Stutsky with the bass and Dean Zabolotney with guitar and
vocals. Recently on March 30th, Breach of Trust was on the
airwaves of CBC’s ZeD with a prerecording from last year.
They were Featured Artist on Doritos Presents on Much
Music from March 20th to April 3rd.
Keep a lookout for the next album coming out soon
hopefully! Check them out at their really cool website
located at www.breachoftrust.com. You can sign up for their
B.O.T. Newsletter to stay informed.
Check’em out!
Stan Williams
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Simon Fraser University

Tales of an Urban Indian by
Darrel Dennis.
I showed up late to the sold-out performance of
Tales of an Urban Indian at the Fire Hall Theatre.
It’s always hard to find a seat when you show up so
late; it seemed like right after I sat down, the house
lights were out and the play was on. Strange, but I
still managed to say hi to several friends in the crowd.
(Maybe I should consider myself a non-professional
theatre reviewer.) I was excited to see the performance
because I remembered Darrel Dennis from Bingo and a
Movie. He always seemed clever and had managed
to spice up bingo.
Theatre is exciting. I always enjoy dialogue and stage
direction. This play, which was one 90-minute act, was
totally dialogue-driven. It had to be. The story was
dense and full of historical trauma. It was the story of
a young Indian boy and his life. Darrell played the boy,
and all of the other characters in this boy’s life. It was
an impressive and overwhelming feat. I appreciated
that he was still able to inject humour into his story. I
also appreciated that the story ended with a hope
for the future, as all 90-minute one-act plays should,
especially if the seats are a bit uncomfortable.
Peter Morin
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The Anti-colonial Art contest

was part of the Cedar Table series, put on by the Ndn
students at Simon Fraser University. It all started when
SFU agreed to take in the painting no one else wanted,
Charles Comfort’s “ B.C. Pageant,” donated by the
Toronto Dominion Bank Financial Group (TDBFG) to
SFU’s Burnaby campus gallery.
The whiteys loved it, all BC pride and provincialism;
it was like your boring-ass social studies 10 textbook
come alive. Oops one problem: it totally ignores and
romanticizes settler history, the struggles, the racist
policies and the genocide of Aboriginal people in this
country and in BC. I mean for Christ’s sake, even
Storyeum, the mega tourist attraction in Gas Town,
fessed up to the history of smallpox and back-deal
traders.
So the students, Native and non-Native, came together
to do something about it. No, not spray paint it or tear
it down, (that’s for you brave readers to think aboutremember they got security cameras trained on it.)
They launched an anti-colonial art contest, opening it
up for Native people to have a say, kinda like Redwire’s
philosophy, so we joined in. There were two dozen
entires, and there was a showing of all of the entries at
the campus museum, with a forum and everything. The
Comfort mural is only one of these romantic, ignorant
monuments to our oppression, but at least it was one
we took a stand against.
Tania Williard
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Whey-a-Wichen
Facing the Wind
Curator: Irwin Oostindie
Artists: Damien George and Michelle
Nahannee
This recent exhibition at Capilano
College showcased the adventurous
history of Whey a Wichen an area
within traditional Tsliel-Waututh
territories. The exhibition documents
the stories and ephemera of this
area as it was used and occupied by
the Tsliel-Waututh, artists, writers,
squatters and residential speculators.
The exhibition also included elements
of the well-known outdoor social
justice celebration Under the Volcano
held yearly in Vancouver.
I am a history person; I don’t like
textbook history I like living breathing
history, history told in pictures, poems
and passion. People’s history. That
is what this show was, a people’s
history of the adventure, the passion
for social justice and the roots of this
place recently set aside as a park in a
unique joint agreement between the
municipalty and the Tsliel-Waututh
peoples.

photo from website: http://www.theyouthsuicidepreventionwalk.com

The Youth Suicide Prevention Walk
Hi my name is Kwesahey and my English name is Thomas Watts. I’m 20 years
young, and from the Nuu-chah-nulth Nation, Ahousaht and Tsheshaht First
Nations of the west coast of Vancouver Island, B.C.
I have been apart of “The Youth Suicide Prevention Walk” for the past two
years now. I have learned and picked up so much information on the Nations
across Canada. The walkers spoke in front of schools, youth centres, culture
centres, and juvenile homes, chief summit meetings and band offices. We also
had a lot of media attention whereever we went.
The reason I am doing the walk is for my aunty and relatives that had
committed or attempted suicide. I am also walking to let the people know
that there is always someone that cares for them and I’m only one of them.
I’m walking for the people of all races. I’m walking for the people who have
passed, who have been affected by suicide and ones who contemplate it.
The past two walks have been so much fun. I learned a lot of things about all
the nations east of us, up until Ottawa. We met so many people that had good
things to say, and this year I would like to continue to bring the message of
awareness. Share what I have been taught culturally, traditionally, spiritually,
and intellectually on the topic of suicide amongst youth of all races, specifically
our First Nations youth.
Thomas Watts

Tania Williard
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Coming of Age ceremony for over 50 Vancouver Youth.

Never have I witnessed a more inspiring event than the
Coming of Age of over 50 of our young Vancouver men and
women. Their commitment to finding and restoring the Red
Road, in their own lives and for the good of our relations,
were voiced over and over again. Elders, witnesses, and
over 250 community members sat and welcomed the youth
into their new lives and roles. As a testament to vision and
faith, these events came to fruition on a shoestring budget,
with the guidance and generosity of our people and the
Pacific Association of First Nations Women, Warriors Against
Violence, Knowledgable Aboriginal Youth Association, Native
Education Centre, Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship Centre
and the Urban Native Youth Association. If you can imagine
a community of people from over 50 Nations, speaking
numerous Indigenous languages and English, incorporating
multiple protocols and traditions, with an underlying core
of respect and good relationship, then you will begin to
understand my awe at this auspicious event. This time has
been prophesized.

april2005_issue.indd 12

If you’re interested in participating in future Coming of Age
Ceremonies or health-related issues, feel free to contact
the Pacific Association of First Nations Women, or other
connected agencies.
Dawn Marsden
Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation

photos by Amelia McComber

“…there is a rising chorus
of voices asking that
traditional laws, practices
and understandings be
taught and demonstrated
once again in every aspect
of community and family
life...“ Ross, R.Returning to the Teachings. Penguin Books.”

The above photo was taken after the ceremonies, after the
youth shared their voices, after a magnificent feast was
served to all, and during the giveaway. Look closely at the
eastern doorway and you may see a grandmother there. In
each photograph, and in others, both large and small balls of
light can be seen throughout the gathering, hovering over the
giveaway, and people…Regardless of scientific explanations,
spirit was with us.

1/9/06 3:01:40 PM
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Celebrating 7 years
of uncensored
youth voice!
Dear Redwire, you’ve been the family for me in the
big city. My best friends have all travelled through your
doors, and I’ve grown up with you even as I raised my
own daughters. Everything and anyone important in
my life has been up to the 5th floor. Tania, you were
the bossy big sister that took care of us all, even when
I was trouble. Peter and Vera were the aunties, always
teasing and teaching me, giving me advice when I
gave you grief. Stan’s the cool older brother that I
want to be like, learned and laid-back, and respected
by everybody. Ray and Ricci, you guys tease me like
only little cousins could. And Simon, yeah, you’re my
evil twin, or maybe I’m the evil one (depending on the
charges). Lastly Marika, my “cool” cuz...

Nuttin’ cheesy jus tha truf
Happy 7th anniversary Redwire! I say hello to all my
fans, stalkers and haters. I know at least three people
that can fit into those categories. At least! What can
you say about Simon Reece? Star or scar? Hopefully
both. As my home boy OZ 12 would say, “Who cares
what ya think of me! You don’t even know my grandmas
name anyways”. And you can apply that saying to any
relationship in your life.
My writing style has been described as raw and umm
yeah, well, that’s all Joanna said about it, the 3rd editor
at Redwire. And Tania the 2nd editor to hold the reins?
Well… She just let me do my thing. Was that a good or
bad decision on her part? I would have to say it was a
good thing. It really gave me the freedom and time to
come up with little gems like “Bow down to the white
devil slave master” and the “Gravel Road Gangsters.”

And for those hard core Redwire fans out there, if you
look at the very first issue of Redwire, oh yes, you
will see my name right beside an article I wrote called
“Deep Thoughts on Gustafson Lake.” I was just 17
years old at that time; before that I had never published
anything in my life. Tania once told me to write
something less opinionated, but how the heck do you
Thanks for the strength and the stories, I love you guys. do that? But when I submitted my first article to Nina
Pierre, the very 1st editor of Redwire she didn’t even
Joel, aka 30%, aka the Mailman believe that I wrote the article myself. My style is raw
and opinionated, but generally speaking most writers
are. Yes, I agree, I have not been the model redwire
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“Colonizer culture is based on every
man for himself. Ours is based on
working and living communally.”
employee but who else would have brought you the
real, raw opinionated rants from the classic kill whitey
style! I don’t think all white people are bad, just the
ones who are in power.
I know this is sounding a bit like a tipsy, bitter ex
employee hogging the air time at a company dinner,
but hey, what the hell right! We keep it real here at
Redwire! And that’s what I have always tried to do, is to
keep it real in the battle field!
It is likely that most Native youth would not want to read
the Canadian census reports, or the Royal Commission
report on Aboriginal peoples; they just want the truth in
simple terms. And let’s face it the news is depressing
and boring. If you go back and look at the news
headlines back in the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s till now, the
very same problems are affecting us since colonization.
Small pox and TB are replaced with Diabetes and
AIDS. There was alcohol and drug abuse, now we have
kids smoking crack and meth. Suicides, police brutality,
so on and so on… Nothing has changed since our
Grandmothers’ time. Those problems have just taken
new form. The only thing that’s different is there are
way more Indians than there were in those days. So we
are more visible.
An elder once said that when our communities really
started falling apart was when we got the huge freezers
in our homes. It’s true, we stopped sharing with each
other; we are all separated and isolated in cities
and reserves. Colonizer culture is based on every
man for himself. Ours is based on working and living
communally. This generation has a massive job ahead
of us and we can not afford to make the same mistakes
our parents did. We privileged native youth should
fight with all of our might not to mimic the rules and
regulations and ways of the colonizer. If you look at any
native non-government organization in Vancouver, you
can find corruption and dysfunction. Our parents tried
their best and now it’s our turn.
If I can send a message to the youth that are going to
take over Redwire, I will say keep it real, because the
rules were made to be broken. And to us older youths
let’s change the way things are done lets change the
path set before us; let’s do it right, because we don’t
have another 50 years. Peter and Stan and Tania and
Rachel and Ray and Joel and Ricci and and and and

and and the rest of ya’s, I will see you at the board
meetings. Thanks for the good times. It’s been a life
changing experience!
Peace out! Yellow Thunder Bird, AKA Simon Reece
AKA OHSIMONBINRHYMIN yeah Boyyyyyy!!!!!!!!!!

Wow you guys are awsome. You’re all doing a
wonderful job and do deserve a big celebration. It is so
wonderful to see how you create a voice for Aboriginal
youth so successfully and may you continue to grow
over the next seven years.
Vera Manuel
Storyteller Productions

“Seven generations” reaches beyond my swollen
womb and into the generations that I will not be around
to witness. I wonder, what will life look like for my great
great great great great great grandchildren?
Of course I am fairly pre-occupied with the one coming
in March [Joanna has since given birth to a beautiful
baby boy! Congratulations Joanna!!]. But the seven
generations theme of Redwire’s next issue forces me to
look beyond my current questions, ones like “how much
does a stroller cost anyways?”
I think about April in Knight Inlet, and wonder if my
family will still make the pilgrimage North to make our
treasured t’lina from eulachons. Will the current treaty
process still be working diligently to keep any treaty
from ever being settled in B.C.?
It is easier to complain or be negative when I am
writing, but with this theme I cannot afford to do
so. What would be the point of writing about a
hopelessness reaching seven generations from now?
So I will focus on what my hopes are for the seven
generations. I hope you do too!
Sincerely, Joanna Recalma
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“More skins out there
have more opportunities
to really do what they
want with their lives. “

In the Beginning.. .there was Redwire
My older sister Nena and I started working on the first
Redwire in December 1996. Shortly before that, she
was a waitress, and I was in a women’s carpentry
training project in the Environmental Youth Alliance.
We had talked about how nice it would be to work on
a Native youth magazine, but we were overwhelmed
by the amount of education and skills training we’d
need. We got the money we needed when some others
in EYA ditched an environmental media project. The
media grant was offered to anyone in EYA, and no
one else seemed interested, so the project we’d been
thinking about was launched.
Back in 1995, I had gone to a few Native Youth
Movement meetings, and based on the concerns and
issues that were raised there, we decided Redwire
would be uncensored, and would be for Native youth
in the city. NYM had a beef with how urban Native
youth lacked real political power, even though we’re
the majority. We were also tired of weak Native youth
conferences that didn’t reflect our concerns and our
reality, that didn’t respect our opinions, and that were
more concerned with keeping their funders happy. An
uncensored publication would not compromise any
messages from our writers, giving them the genuine
respect that they really deserve.
NYM had come together around the time Natives took
a stand and refused to leave sovereign Secwepemc
territory (near 100 Mile House), and ignored the
trespass notice that they had been served. It was
shocking to witness (on tv) the RCMP and military
swarm about 20 Indians, with orders to shoot to kill.
On one of the worst days, 77,000 rounds of bullets
were fired at these Natives. We weren’t involved, but
wished we were! We took direction from Wolverine, a
Secwepemc Elder, one of the leaders at Gustafsen. His
advice was to oppose the corrupt BC Treaty Process,
and that really set us on our path.
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Regarding the outreach for the first Redwire, my sister
and I worked around the clock looking for writers,
artists, and poets. We were so frustrated at the lack of
response, and there was no expressed interest. Finally,
Nena went to an NYM meeting with hopes to get
some submissions. She was told that if we both joined
then we’d get the submissions we were looking for.
That turned out good, because we were really hoping
that Redwire would send shockwaves to the Native
community. With the first issue of Redwire being pretty
much an NYM publication, we all really rocked the boat!
Around the time that Redwire was published, NYM had
taken over the BC Treaty Office, the first LOUD and
CLEAR opposition to the Treaty Process, and the first
time we really began to exercise our political power.
We were an action oriented movement with our own
media. Many good changes were made in the late 90’s
for Native youth because of this.
I’m in no way saying that we aren’t still suffering
from serious oppression, and the land theft is going
on everyday. But the knowledge of our strength is
known to us now. More skins out there have more
opportunities to really do what they want with their
lives. Thankfully, some Natives out there know that
we have rights to our lands and resources, and are
working to shift the movement to move back on the
land. Firstly to protect the land from exploitation, and
secondly because we have the right to live traditionally,
and in respect of Mother Earth. This sums up what was
going on during my 5 years at Redwire, and a little of
the history of indigenous resistance in “BC”.
All My Revolutionary Relations
Billie Pierre
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Redwire - The Last SevenYears, The Next Seven Years
by Tania Williard
If the media’s take on Aboriginal people
is interpreted at face value, then kids are
growing up with a skewed vision of what
it means to be part of a First Peoples
society. If they get their impressions from
the news, they’ll likely view Aboriginal
people as a negative force. And if
their impressions come from films and
TV programs, they’ll learn to think of
Aboriginal people as inferior (passive,
aggressive or drunk) or simply as nonentities, obliterated by omission.
The media have a lot of power to endorse
stereotypes,” says Susan Swan, an Ojibway from the Lake
Manitoba First Nation. “We go into First Nations communities
to talk to youth about gangs. When asked, the kids estimate
that about 95 per cent of Aboriginal youth is involved in
gangs. The actual number is three per cent. Why do they
think these numbers are so high? It’s because this is what
they get from television and newspapers.
-Media Awareness Network, Media Stereotyping
media-awareness.ca/english/issues/stereotyping/Aboriginal_
people/Aboriginal_impact.cfm

Well it’s been seven years, seven years of passion,
work, fun and learning. We thought it was time to take
a look back at Redwire, to look back at our own history
and where it is leading us as Aboriginal youth.
Redwire was founded by Nena and Billie Pierre in the
spring of 1997. The Environmental Youth Alliance had
some contract money to do a youth zine, they had
previously published a street youth zine called Scream.
Billie and Nena wanted to do a Native youth zine. They
had both been involved in the Native Youth Movement
and soon this group would be in headilnes across BC
and Canada, standing up and shouting out against the
BC Treaty process, wearing camouflage and protecting
fishing rights and occupying offices of governent
officials. The Native Youth Movement knew they
needed to be heard, Aboriginal youth had something to
say and Redwire was a way we could share with each
other.
You may remember the first cover of Redwire. It was
designed to set us out on a path of being controversial,
progressive, silly, urban and Indian all at the same time.
The first cover was black with red letters typed out all
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“My people will sleep for a hundred
years and when they awaken it will
be the artists who give them back
their spirit” - Louis Riel

over the cover with titles like, “squaw”, “Wagon Burner”
or my favourite “Bannock Ass” and the classic, ”chug”
and “Red Nigger.” I remember a letter to the editor
after this first issue that said, “ You will attract more
bees with honey than vinegar.” Redwire wasn’t trying to
attract bees though we were trying to attract Aboriginal
youth and we did. Redwire took, off becoming National
in a few years and producing content like no other
Aboriginal publication.
The first few issues of Redwire featured a call for a
Native youth art show, a two-page spread on the BC
Treaty Process by NYM calling for Native youth to ‘Take
Back the Land’, and a call for submissions for “Indians
Out of the Closet.” Also in the early days of Redwire,
starting with an article on solidarity with Guatemalan
people, Redwire turned its attention to international
Indingeous issues. And Billie was the master pollster,
she did polls on everything and talked to Aboriginal
youth. When Billie left Redwire I don’t think we ever
did another survey... something for those involved
in Redwire’s next seven years to take up, maybe.
However, we did keep on being political, coming out of
the closet and presenting Aboriginal artists. This year
we will launch a site in May that features the work of
emerging Aboriginal artists, check it out! Awaken100.
com
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“We are making history; history is what your
grandparents tell you, what you feel when you are in
ceremony, how you stay strong and true.”
Redwire received funding over the years from mixed
pots of money through the Environmental Youth
Alliance, keeping Nena and Billie on staff and the
magazine in print - sometimes. For a while Redwire had
funding from Human Resource Development Canda,
the folks that want you to get a job. Redwire ran a
very mismatched magazine, with edgy Indian youths
in half the magazine and articles on how to write your
resume and get a good job interview in the other half.
Only in the political climate of BC in that time would we
get away with what came out: smash capitalism and
take-back-the-land type rants alongside government
funded employment articles that were often ripped
off elsewhere and reprinted, ( I mean generously
borrowed from and interpreted to meet Aboriginal
youth issues). Then came the years we published not
only Redwire Magazine, but Red Directions, a Native
youth employment zine. We got too political in the
employment zine though, and politics shifted, our funder
pulled the plug. C’est La Vie! Although, we lost some
precious staff and Redwire family due to those cuts.
In 2000 Redwire got the UMAYC windfall, a
succesful program of funding from Heritage Canada
( also celebrating its seventh year) that let Native
youth decide/advise who should get the money for
programming to offer services to Native youth. Redwire
got furniture and staff and money for writers. We had
a logo Gord Hill had designed and we were rockin’! In
2000 we printed our first Media Watchdog piece, by
Nikki Maier, in retaliation to the Province Newpaper’s
editorial “The Great Spirit said we could.” The article
was typical Province Indian-trash talkin’, saying how we
wasted resources or took too many fish or had unfair
rights to hunting, the usual. This time we struck back.
Writing is no big mystery; if you are failing English that
doesn’t mean you can’t write, writing comes from your
heart. For Redwire it was our sense of justice and the
strength and pride in our people that gave us the balls (
and ummm labia - would that be gender appropriate for
women?) to start talking back.
So over the years we added Ndn reviews. I was one
of the earlier reviewers, I wrote a review of Aztlan
Underground that I still think is funny cause it was all
... ”so stick it in your stereo your cousin stole, throw
your fist in the air and rock!” And poetry we always get
tonnes of poetry, you Ndn people’s are some poetic
fools. Joking I love poetry, it is so raw and honest, like

Redwire.
Well, so there you
go, a brief history of
Redwire. Better than
your history class
about The Diamond
Jubilee and Canadian
confederation-type
history. We are
photo by Storm..I think..we were goofin’
around with a dispodable camera
making history;
history is not the
European heroics you are taught in school, history is
what your grandparents tell you, what you feel when
you are in ceremony, how you stay strong and true.
So that’s it. I am leaving my position at Redwire as
Manager, I am not going too far and trying to stay
involved, but also I am opening a door for you. For you
bored in the youth employment centre; for you reading
this or drawing all over the cover; for you, reading
Redwire and thinking you could do this and it would
be better than slinging fries; for you at the blockade;
for you struggling to fit into a mold you don’t fit; for you
feeling desperate; or you sitting in that cell wondering
what path your life will take: For all of you.
The door is open the path is before you, you just gotta
take it. Call us, write for Redwire, write your heart, write
your pain, your beauty and love and write your history,
the one you are living right now today. Write to change
the world, oh and don’t forget the illustrations and
pictures!
And I out. Peace.

Redwire is a circle
We are neither at the end nor the beginning
We are somewhere in the middle
Learning.

As we stand with Native youth
Across Turtle Island we demand our place
In our communities and the word we live in.
Each time someone listens to our words
They enter that circle
And we grow
Not in measures of success or profit
But in our ability to be unified
To strengthen our Voice.
Redwire is a circle.
Redwire Poem
by Peter Morin
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Top 10 things
you didn’t know about Redwire

Quotable Redwire quotes
in the last 7 years...

1. We were once banned in all Vancouver highschools.
2. We were called the first ‘gay pride’ Native magazine

“Think of Redwire as a Talking Circle. Stay
true.” Billie Pierre, letters to the editor 2000

and almost boycotted by the Native Youth Movement, which
we started from, different chapter though.We are a pride
magazine, we are proud of all our peoples, two spirit, straight,
political, artistic etc. We are proud of who we are as Native
youth.

3. We called Geronimo gay by accident and we put a picture
of Sitting Bull in a Santa hat. We still feel kinda ashamed that
we fell into the same traps as other media and didn’t realize
that these people had family who were upset with us. (Not
that I think there is anything wrong with being called Gay
sheesh, he wasn’t, someone else is, who cares!)

4. We have created controversy and disapproval amongst

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people since issue 1...proudly!

5. We were the first national Aboriginal youth magazine,
always free but still!

6. Redwire writers Tania Willard and Kamala Todd

once wrote an article that was published in The Province
newspaper. The article was in response to a racist-toned
article by Susan Martinuck that trashed on Aboriginal people.
We wrote an article in response and were pretty close to filing
a human rights complaint. The Province actually made some
show of saying they hired a Native writer.

7.

Then there was the time we fought with Terminal City for
a racist cartoon they printed by Tony Millionaire in his strip
‘Maakies’. We wrote a rebuttal comic strip that ran in place
of ‘Maakies’ in 14 different newspapers across the US and
Canada, and it’s in the Maakies book by Tony Millionaire.

8. Remember the ‘Gravel Road Gangstaz’ article with

interviews with band members ‘Savage Talk’ , ‘Thugfeather’
and ‘Nightmare Catcher’? A lot of people thought the band
was real because we forgot to say it was a joke. Man, that
article was funny and people were like, why would you
interview that band, they are all gang like and into drugs! Well
we were spoofin’ gangsta rap and trying to say there is more
to rap about and be involved with.

9. Despite years of controversial subjects, the single most

controversial issue of redwire to date was the ‘sex issue’ in
December of 2003. I think most of us still aren’t sure if we
would do that one again, despite how important being open
and honest about sex is, I don’t know if Indian communities
were ready for that, or Redwire for that matter.

10. We send cockroaches hidden in our issues...at least

one time we did, surprising our distribution coordinator..and
maybe some of you! What can we say, we keeps it real, our
office is in East Van!
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“ It is time for Indigenous people to break the
silence levied by the repressive mainstream
media and reclaim our stories, voices and
histories from the clutches of Disney and the 5
o’clock news.” Tania Willard (my first article, I
was 24) 2000
“All of this land is Indian land. Every Indian
across Turtle Island has ancestral knowledge
in them to connects them to their duty to the
Creator to take care of the land that we are all
placed on... Let’s make history read something
that we can be proud of.” Nicole Manuel 2002
“ We feel the pain of our ancestors every day.
We live the pain of our ancestors every day.
The struggle continues.” 2002
“ All US/Canadian attacks on a people, whether
against Afghan or Apache, Iraqi or Iroquois,
are about the imperialist power gaining access
to the resources of other people.” Mike Krebs
2001
“When the women suffer, the whole community
suffers... We are all warrior women in our
hearts.” Tara Willard 2004
“ I thank you all for every bit of love, honour,
creativity, resistance healing that you send out,
for everything you are doing to make sure that
the circle will be unbroken.” Kamala Todd 2001
“ The mountains will provide your answers if
you are willing to go to them. Your rent is paid
by your courage..We are simply people of the
earth.” Manik 1derful 2000
“ No one wants to hear ‘the whiteman stole all
my land’ on a friday night, they wanna shake
they asses!” Savage Feather, the fictional
Native emcee from Gravel Road Gangstaz by
Simon Reece 2004
“ I knew about tomahawks, teepees and
dreamcatchers, but never connected that to
the blood in my veins... I’m the product of
colonization at its best.” Jenna Nightsky 2000
“ That’s Redwire, it’s about you, it’s about us,
as young Native people today.” Billie and Nena
Pierre, Editorial 1997
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Photo left to right: Uncle Glen, Lea & Mom

Childhood Memories ...
So much is written on the Residential Schools and little is
said about the younger ones, babies up to age six, who were
taken away from their families. Due to traumatic events as
a young child, I had lost my voice. Us three sisters were
the only ones of nine chidren who had not been sent to
Residential School. Instead we had been viciously torn from
our family home on the Serpent River Reserve when very
young and put into a white ‘home’, due to our family not
having enough food. I protested that we had a storage room
filled with mooz and deer meat, wild berries and corn and
there was always scone.

It started with a knock on the door. I knew this was a bad
sign as no one knocked, they usually walked in and nodded
in silence or said “Aanii”. The white women carried that
detached military look about them with a “determined to
steal your child or your land” look on their faces. I regret not
having run outdoors, I knew the woodlands well and never
would have been caught. Once I saw those strange cold
hands pulling my sisters’ hair then grabbing the scissors, I
ran. Trapped inside like an animal who fears the cage, I ran
upstairs and hid in the furthest corner of the attic I could find,
underneath my Grampa’s old clothes. There only seemed to
be his clothes, like he had left them there knowing I needed
to be protected by them more than once in my little life. Those
cold white hands found me, cut off my long hair and I with my
two sisters were taken away to a child’s prison.

church. The most painful memory of this ‘good’ white family
was the awakenings each night when our beds were checked
for pee stains. If we had one we had to line up in our candy
striped pyjamas, one by one pull down our pants to get a
wipping with a leather belt. We never had wet the bed at
home before. One day they asked us, do you want to stay or
go back to your poor Mother? We cried out to go home as we
missed our Mom so much .
I remember my Mom greeting us in her apron, the smell of
cooking on the wood stove, a big smile on her face and so
much love in her heart. She had missed her baby and her
little girls so much, as we had cried missing her each night.
Janice Toulouse Shingwaak
It has taken 40 years for my Mom to heal from this trauma.
She has made my life a good one. When I was the same as
her when she was taken away, I said to her, “Mom, I’m so
glad you made me.”
I hope the next 7 Generations are good ones for all to come.
Happy Birthday Redwire keep up the good work!
Lea Toulouse,
Ojibwe-Parisian Metis

We stayed in a white house in a white town eating white
bread and this so-called ‘good’ white family took us to a white
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of Indigenous Youth Acts
1998-2005
1998

7

BCTC Second Occupation –
60 NYM members (double the amount from the
previous year) occupied British Columbia Treaty
Commission office in downtown Vancouver to
oppose the treaty process. The occupation lasts for
4 days.14 NYMers charged.
photo Scott Stephens

Lucky Number Seven,
sacred number Seven,
seven days a week, seven deadly sins,
seven seas, seven generations, 7-11,
7 Up, 24/7…

Seven has been esteemed as a significant number for
multiple reasons. Indigenous Peoples have a prophecy
that extends seven generations. It is proposed that
we are the seventh generation. The average life
expectancy favors women by seven years. Wars have
been fought (The Seven Years War – French and
Indian War 1754). Christian doctrine claims that life
was formed in six days and on the seventh day god
took it easy. Many people mistakenly associate this
biblical reference with the seven day week. The seven
day week was actually established by the Romans,
who named each day after the seven known heavenly
bodies that orbited the center of their universe – Earth.
More importantly, seven years has been the span of
time that Redwire Magazine has occupied a significant
role in Indigenous media, focusing on issues that relate
to contemporary Indigenous youth.
InDIAn RESistance is progressing beyond the NDN
reserve boundaries and NDN reserve mentality. Long
now have we understood the detriments introduced by
colonialism. We can now easily identify the negative
elements it has introduced into our territories. Our
Land is polluted, Our Air is unbreathable, Our Water
undrinkable, Even Our Minds have become polluted.
Lost within a distant dream-like state, there exists a
Way of Life forged by Our Ancestors, Intended for Us to
maintain, advance and pass on to future generations.
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1st issue of RedWire published –
A No Holds Barred Zine is made for and by Native
youth. Quickly its notoriety spreads faster than
smallpox throughout NDN land.
Trick or Treaty Rallies –
As a further opposition to the flawed BC treaty
process members of NYM, UBCIC, UNN and other
organizations marched the streets under the banner
of “Trick or Treaty”
NYM & RedWire Rally for Baby Ishmael –
Two young native girls removed from their family
were adopted by a family in the US during the
70’s. When the Native and biological father finally
reunited with his estranged daughter he was
informed of his grandson that was still living in the
US. The grandfather sought custody of him but
was denied this right. NYM rallied in support of the
grandfather to maintain custody over his newly
reacquainted grandchild.
NYM Occupy Westbank Band office –
Okanagan Nation, A band office is occupied by
local and Vancouver Aboriginal youth in defiance
of corrupt and questionable governance practices
relating to treaty issues.
5th World Indigenous Youth Conference –
Waitangi, Aotearoa, A global gathering of Indigenous
youth unite in northern New Zealand to discuss
issues of colonization/decolonization.
1st Soul Survial organized to gather, educate
and entertain Indigenous youth in and around
Eastside Vancouver. Hiphop and spoken word
artists showcase their talents while propaganda is
disseminated to raise the consciousness among
Aboriginal youth.
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1999

2000

February, Soul Survival II –
Music with a message gets louder and prouder.

Cheam Roadblock April 1st – late May – West Coast
Warriors Society is formed –
A conflict over the expansion of proposed parklands
on Cheam fishing grounds sparks a lengthy roadblock.
Access to the site and Agassiz/Rosedale Bridge is
delayed to voice the concern of the Cheam Nation
regarding this issue.

April Airport Dispute, Penticton,During WWII an airport landing strip in Penticton was
‘borrowed’ by the Canadian government with promises
that the land would be returned after the war. 54 years
later the Penticton Indian Band decided to take it back.
Sutikalh Protection Camp is established in Statlimc
Territory –
A proposed ski resort is planned out for the Melvin
Creek area. Local Indigenous Peoples along with
outside supporters engage in an effort to prevent any
development upon their traditional gathering territory.
This dispute is still going on today and has become
intensified with the acceptance of the 2010 winter
shenanigans.
NYM Rally & Address the AFN The Assembly of First Nations hold an Annual General
Assembly in Vancouver. Members of NYM demonstrate
outside the gathering and also address the audience
of Chiefs. John Rampanen meets the woman of his
dreams – Nitanis Desjarlais. Life will never be normal
again.
Inception of the Native Youth Movement
Security Force (NYM-SF)
Cheam Fishing Dispute A militant faction of the NYM splinters and emerges
during an aggressive fishing dispute on the Fraser
River. The author of this article becomes involved in a
Department of Fisheries and Oceans assault case that
is still getting dragged through the court system.
NYM further establish International Indigenous
connections (South Dakota, New Mexico)
The Movement keeps on moving.

Tribal Wizdom: an evolution of Soul Survival takes
form Decolonization workshops, discussions and strategy
talks, followed with HipHop/Spoken Word Live
Performances.
Treaty Dispute erupts in Esgenoopetitj, Burnt
Church Miqmaq Assert their Lobster Fishing Rights. Members
of the West Coast Warrior Society travel from
Vancouver to New Brunswick to fight alongside Miqmaq
and Mohawk Warriors.
NYM Occupy Fisheries Minister – Herb Dhaliwal’s
office in Vancouver 4 day occupation demanding the immediate resignation
of Dhaliwal for his excessive and hostile enforcement
tactics used in New Brunswick.
Skwelk’wekwelt Protection Center is established in
retaliation to a proposed $70 million expansion to the
SunPeaks Ski Resort, nestled comfortably within the
picturesque, cozy confines of traditional Secwepemc
territory.
NYM Occupy Stockwell Day’s Election Office,
Penticton Former Party Leader for the Canadian Alliance. The
occupation lasted a mere 5 hours; the election office
staff relocated.

Westbank Logging Dispute –
A dispute arises over forestry resource extraction in
Westbank territory. Members of the NYM-Security
Force are dispatched to assist in the protection and
assertion of Aboriginal rights.
The Battle In Seattle (Anti- WTO Demonstration)
ended off the year of 1999.

20
photo Redwire archives
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A four day Fire is set at the Peace Arch in demand
of Leonard Peltier’s Clemency. Outgoing president
Bill Clinton apparently did not hear this demand and
forgot to release him.
Sutikalh & Skwek’wekwelt Mountain Protection
Fires burning strongly.

2001
Skwelk’wekwelt Protection Center, NYM,
WCWS Rally to oppose MuchMusic Snow Job
– Skwelk’wekwelt
NYM & newly formed NYM – Skwelk’wekwelt Chapter
occupy BCAL (British Columbia Assets & Lands
Corporation), Kamloops. Sparked an international
campaign. NYM begins broadening to California,
Philadelphia, New York, Montreal, and apparently a
chapter is formed on Mars. NASA sends probes to
investigate.

Skwelk’wekwelt, Sutikalh, Mt. Cheam remain
targeted for ski resort development.

2003, 2004, 2005
I’ve grouped the last three years together because
so much has happened. The approval of the 2010
Olympics in Vancouver has sparked a lot of concern
from Indigenous and non-Native alike. The fights for
the mountains have resumed with countless arrests
and no immediate end in sight. These are issues that
we are still currently involved in and rather than write
about them I would encourage the reader to take part
in these actions. The best way to fully understand these
issues is to become involved. Write, shoot a video,
make some art, host a radio show, draw a cartoon, sing
a song, bang a drum, borrow a calling card or call your
grandparents collect and tell them that the Revolution
is NOW!

West Coast Warriors Deliver Eviction Notices to
Fish Farms in Alert Bay –
Alert Bay First Nations seek the assistance of WCWS
to immediately stop the environmentally destructive
practice of farming fish.
Burnt Church Round 2 –
WCWS continue physical support to the ongoing
and increasingly hostile dispute taking place on the
eastcoast.

2002
Members of the West Coast Warrior Society
are raided by the Integrated National Security
Enforcement Team (INSET) with allegations of
stockpiling arms. (I ain’t done did nuttin wrong there
officer.) Sparked by fear driven tactics introduced after
the 9/11 attacks Canadian Mounties begin attacking
their real enemies: the Indigenous Peoples of these
lands. I guess the only good NDN really is a dead NDN.
WCWS continue University Presentations and
further establishes network with warrior societies
across NDN land.
NYM broadens to many major US cities – all the kidz
are talking about it!
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7th Generation Prophecy:

“According to the prophecy, after seven generations
of living in close contact with the Europeans, the
Onkwehonwe would see the day when the elm trees
would die. The prophecy said that animals would be
born strange and deformed, their limbs twisted out of
shape. Huge stone monsters would tear open the face
of the earth. The rivers would burn aflame. The air
would burn the eyes of man. According to the prophecy
of the Seventh Generation the Onkwehonwe would
see the day when birds would fall from the sky, the fish
would die in the water, and man would grow ashamed
of the way that he had treated his mother and provider,
the Earth.
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“Finally, according to this prophecy, after seven
generations of living in close contact with the
Europeans, the Onkwehonwe would rise up and
demand that their rights and stewardship over the Earth
be respected and restored.”

A Prophecy for the Next
Seventh Generation

Seven generations ago, we were forewarned of a perilous
era that would besiege our People and Land. Today, we
are surrounded with the destructive reality that permeates
even the innermost confines of our minds. This atrocity was
foretold and yet it was not avoided; therefore it was meant to
be… or was it?
Could the devastations introduced through colonialism
have been avoided? Is it a possibility that we could have
independently progressed towards a more appropriate and
beneficial environment and way of life?
Seven generations ago, the World was a very different place.
A relationship between Indigenous Peoples and Europeans,
negative or positive, was still in its infancy. The ignorant and
negligent colonial worldview and racist and primitive practices
were thriving off the exploitation of the ‘limitless’ natural
resources. There were No environmental or conservation
concerns, No endangered species, No nuclear weaponry,
and No George W. Bush. The world, it seemed, was a
blank canvas with limitless potential, unfortunately left in the
hands of scribbling, crayon breaking, tongue-sticking-out,
opportunists. And yet, the Indigenous peoples foresaw the
inevitable course that Life would take. Responsibility was
given to the seventh generation to overcome and persevere.
How convenient! Perhaps a little too convenient. Like a “No
Frills, No Gimmicks, No Money Down” offer that just can’t
be refused, the pain and suffering of Our People and Land
would accumulate over time and not be repayable for seven
generations. Well… it’s payback time, and look at where we
have come. Our communities are plagued with drug, alcohol,
solvent, physical, sexual, verbal, mental, emotional and
spiritual abuse, and Our Land is equally as sick as we are.
Who are we to overcome these atrocities when we have been
absorbed by them ourselves. But, it is not entirely our fault.
This overwhelming responsibility should never have been
banked away for us. Complacency and pacifism set in with
Our prior six generations. Hopes remained that the seventh
generation would come and make right all the wrongs. Too
little and not enough action was taken in the mean time.
Instead of being nurtured and groomed for the task set before
us we were beaten and belittled. Instead of being raised with
self-esteem, honour and pride, we have been given a bottle,
self-hatred and a noose. Release me from these old rusty
shackles and still I am not Free! The seventh generation
prophecy, as beautiful and poetic as it may be, can never
truly be fulfilled unless supported by strength, nationhood and
sovereignty.
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Please don’t mistake me, I mean no disrespect to the
Mohawk Peoples who have provided this prophecy and I
mean no disrespect to Our People who have fought with
every ounce of strength that they have. The unfortunate
reality is that the majority of our People have become
absorbed by colonial influence. Take a good look at our
seventh generation – Kevlar helmets, M-16’s, police badges,
band council resolutions, a piece of paper (used to educate
our own with the colonial ideology): this is where our seventh
generation has come. Our people have given in to the
Canadian/American dream, and if you don’t belive me just
turn on your TV and watch some APTN. The very few among
us that have maintained and nurtured the Resistant and
Defiant attitude have been marginalized and criminalized by
our own people for even having thoughts of our own ways.
Credit and recognition is due to the outstanding contributions
made by people such as Redwire, all the Indigenous Rights
Advocacy groups and Warrior societies (you all know who
you are) for maintaining the strength, honour and pride of our
Nations.
My perspective on the seventh generation prophecy may
appear to be filled with anger, resentment and bitterness. I
apologize if this is not congruent with your own perspective.
I cannot help but feel that we have been left to fend on
our own. Countless years have passed and we have been
provided with nothing more than a burning anger in the pit
of our stomach. Anger is a gift – and it’s up to us to find a
positive and progressive way to release it. Enough of wasting
this negative energy upon ourselves; suicide and violence
committed against ourselves and our own has proven useless
and disastrous. Anger and aggression is a very natural part of
our lives that we’ve had to deal with since times of Creation.
Anger is at the core of the strength of Our People. Let us use
it to our advantage and begin rebuilding and revitalizing our
nearly distinct way of Life.
So, to the next seventh generation I offer you this, and
remember that these are only words and nothing more, an
echoing and reverberating message of my truth stuck frozen
within this time. A time may come for you when the Land
and the People return as One. The rivers are poisoned,
the fish are dying (despite neo-colonial attempts at genetic
modification), the Air is thick with a violent haze that saturates
into the depths of our prayers and dreams and Our ways
have become a distant shadow of our past. Despite these
unfavourable circumstances there is still a glimmer of Hope. I
can see it in the eyes of your 1st generation. They are strong,
they are proud and we will do everything in our power to
nurture these traits. We will teach them the importance of
passing this on so that it may one day reach you. So that in
your lifetime You will not have to suffer and struggle within
your own traditional territories. So that Our Land and All Life
contained within it will also no longer have to suffer. This can
become a reality, but only through the effort, diligence and
combined strengths of the first, second, third, fourth, fifth,
sixth, and SEVENTH GENERATIONS.

Han Keyway
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Right now, as of March
8th, a group of Tahltan
Elders have been
occupying the band
office in Telegraph
Creek, BC, for about
45 days. They are
calling for the chief
and band council to
step down. For more
current information on
the situation, please
contact Oscar Dennis
or Terry Brown or call
the Tahltan band office.

The Elders are still there

by Peter Morin

It’s strange to hear young people
and old people design political
campaigns and strategies to get
their points out there. Some
days when I hear people talk I
feel like I’m listening in on United
Nations negotiations. All of our
conversations sound so serious,
like we were born with the ability to
talk like the President of the United
States (whichever president you like
best, that is). Yes, this is everyday
NDN country. Our seriousness
makes me wonder where our
politicking skills come from. Why
are so many Indians good at
politics? (And why is that a mark of
excellence?)

people involved in this political
situation are family to me. I heard
about it first from an email press
release from the chief and then
from a phone call from my mother.

I’ve been thinking about these
questions a lot while wanting to
write about the current political
situation in Telegraph Creek. In
January 2005, the elders took over
the band office in Telegraph. The

But there’s more at stake in this
situation than good copy for a
research article. What I have
learned from reading and talking
to people about this occupation is
that the elders are still there. Like
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I want to be as honest as possible
when writing this article. First
because it’s overwhelming to put
down in words how you feel about
your home community; and second
because in Western society, writing
means history. With this story,
people researching Aboriginal
issues will be able to look at my
article for truths, and write down the
good points and bad points to prove
their arguments.

my mom says, the elders’ feet were
first on the ground and we should
always look to them for guidance,
whether in the band politics or
in life. Their voices need to be
honoured. Our elders deserve
space for their voices and respectful
patience so that they can be heard.
Because of our elders, we are here,
living, writing articles and thinking
about the future. We should learn
from their example because this
is why we have our nations. Their
example comes from the example
laid out to them by their elders. It
is all connected. Our knowledge
begins with those ancestors who
began the world.
Much of what I have learned about
life comes from elders’ examples
of how to act on the land and
in life. There needs to be more
attention paid to these examples,
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To me Tahltan means
geography, and if you
adopt our perspectives
and our philosophies
and values, living on our
territory, then you become
Tahltan. It doesn’t mean
you have to have a certain
blood quantum to be
recognized as Tahltan.
That’s the way my mom
put it across to me.
with less talking and more silence
and practice. Without living as our
own example we are nothing, we
have nothing and all of this struggle
means nothing.
I chose to talk with Oscar Dennis
because I remembered I liked him
when I met him years ago. This is
not a journalistic response. I wasn’t
looking for an angle, I was looking
for someone to share with me his or
her truth.
This article is a community
response. I didn’t talk with the
chief or any of his councillours
for their opinions, not because I
wasn’t invited to the meeting, and
not because I wasn’t interested in
hearing their take on the situation,
but because I was out of town.
Instead, I talked with both of my
sisters, my brother, my mother,
and my father. I have also read
many emails and press releases.
Each thing I’ve read has led me in
a direction, but didn’t give me any
easy answers. There are no easy
answers, just spaces for silences
and thinking.
I want there to be a time to return
to growing gardens and sharing our
stories again. I want there to be
a time for singing. An elder friend
shared with me the gift of working
at patience. He told me that to
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really enjoy your time, work hard
at doing nothing, and then maybe
you will get to know yourself. I still
appreciate those teachings.
For those of us in political struggles
with our chiefs, I remember the
teachings that an elder friend
shared with me about being
prepared for fights. Always be
ready to look your opponent in the
eye and always give your opponent
the opportunity to step back. Our
elders’ sitting in the band office
is about giving our chief, Jerry
Asp, time to step back and take
responsibility. This is a hard path.
The elders give us teachings
because they know we will be able
to make something of them, and
that following these teachings will
help us live our lives in a good way.
We must give the elders the time to
teach. Following these teachings
with an open heart is the only way
to get to the future.
Oscar, at this point, because the
magazine comes out in April,
we have to talk about things
that are the facts for the reader
who will get this maybe after the
occupation is over. So let’s start
with you introducing yourself.
Okay, I’m Oscar Dennis. I’m
Tahltan. I live in Iskut. I grew up
on the territory. My mom’s from
Telegraph Creek, and my dad’s
from Iskut. I grew up hunting and
trapping and fishing sustenance.
I have a degree in anthropology
and First Nations studies, and I’m
almost done my Master’s degree in
First Nations studies. I took a break
when my brother passed away in
July.
What’s the focus of your Master’s
degree?
It was cultural linguistics, like

producing literature for language. I
guess you could say educational.
I’ve been using my photography
and some Tahltan stories, and
I want to produce a book of my
photography and Tahltan stories
in Tahltan and English. It would
target the local community and the
larger society with this book. But
now my advisor and my committee
want me to document all of what is
happening in Tahltan territory and
turn that into a thesis.
Describe Tahltan. What does it
mean?
Well, the way my mom described
Tahltan to me, when I was younger,
was that Tahltan was made up
of a lot different nations, that we
were Tahltan because we were in
Tahltan territory, that Tahltan was
geography. For example, some of
the Tahltan people lived down the
lower Stikine River, towards the
Tlingit part of our territory. They
were neighbors to our borders with
the Tlingit. And these people that
lived down the river were referred
to as the Salmon Creek People
and they had intermarriages with
the Tlingits. So they were basically
half Tahltan and half Tlingit, but
they were recognized as Tahltan.
So, Tahltan to me doesn’t mean a
specific family or power or certain
blood before you’re Tahltan. To me
Tahltan means geography, and if
you adopt our perspectives and
our philosophies and values, living
on our territory, then you become
Tahltan. It doesn’t mean you have
to have a certain blood quantum to
be recognized as Tahltan. That’s the
way my mom put it across to me.
That is a very strong definition of
nationhood, a connection to the
land.
I guess you’re right; it’s a
connection to the land, to put it
simply.
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they’re saying, let’s not do six
mines or six projects at once, let’s
do them one at time in sequence,
and secure our economy for the
next 150 years rather than for
the next 25. To sum it up, that’s
what they’re saying, and that is
why they’re in the band office.
But in order to do that they know
they have to do house cleaning
and there’s a lot of people in the
central council that they want
to get rid of so we can start a
government based on Tahltan
tradition with Tahltan values.

Can you offer your description of
what the land means? What that
connection means?

graphic Tania Williard

Our environment is our way of
living. It is a major part of our
lives. It is who we are. The land is
who we are. Without it we have
nothing. This is something I
have a real hard time relating to
people. A lot of people will say
there are all these resources
there that have to be exploited
and extracted for the public
good; but our land is who were
are, there is just no separating
us. You must know that. You
know where your home is right?

It seems to me that the elders
are also standing up against
marginalization.

“Our environment is our
way of living. It is a major
Yeah, I see so many of our people, part of our lives. It is who
of my Tahltan relatives, coming
home in the summer. You see them we are. The land is who
on the territory, and some of them we are. Without it we have
you don’t, but you always get a
sense when you talk to them that nothing.”
I know that I miss it everyday.

they know where home is. What’s
going to happen when there is
nothing here and everything is
polluted, you know?
Exactly. What’s going to happen
to our nation, if we don’t realize
that the wrong kind of resource
extraction is like stealing from us
and our bodies and our spirits?
You know, I sort of got away from
that idea because most people
considered that extremist. I’ve
been called a fanatic because I’m
saying, “Hey, what are we doing
shoveling the gold into the thieves’
pockets while they are on their way
to the bank laughing? Why aren’t
we re-establishing our rights to all
this gold and all these resources
taken from our territory?” Fixing
beds and driving trucks isn’t really
compensation.
Why are the elders sitting in the
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band office?
The elders are sitting in the band
office because of the projects.
There are six projects going on in
our territory, and one family is in
power. The elders are saying these
guys can’t be making decisions
on our territory by themselves,
because we know they’ve signed
deals in secrecy. There are six
projects on the negotiating table,
and of all these six projects go
through, in twenty years we’re going
to be left with only six holes in the
ground on our territory. The water
contaminated, our people back at
square one with no jobs. So what
they’re saying is, let’s implement
a system that will work with all the
people. Not a centralized system,
not a centralized hierarchical
system. Let’s get a new system
in so that we can all sit down and
participate in the decision making,
and participate in our destiny. And

Yeah, they are standing up against
marginalization. They are saying
that they have had enough of the
model that is destroying us, the
Indian Act model. You know that
the government believes that First
Nations don’t have the capacity to
govern their own affairs, so they
assume a fiduciary responsibility.
But when you impose an Indian
Act band government, then some
of that fiduciary responsibility is
then shifted to the band council,
and that puts the band council in a
position where they can also abuse
the members. So, when you have
someone with values that don’t
parallel traditional Tahltan values,
and you have a individual that’s
grown and been conditioned to the
western capitalist ideology, then
you have a real problem, because
these people tend to abuse their
positions for profit. That’s the
biggest problem, and that’s what
the elders are saying: they are tired
of the greed and nepotism in the
Indian act model. It’s time that we
change it.
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Seeds from a different soil
So, I’ve got a six-foot-long iron bar, chisel point on one end and pointed on the
other, and I’m jamming it into the root of an english ivy that is older than I am.
I have spent the two previous days on a job site that was described to me over the phone as
“pulling some tough weeds.” Enough dust has entered my body through my nose that it is perhaps
affecting my powers of perspective, because I am taking far too much pleasure in uprooting this
ivy, this colonizing weed that pulls down the Indigenous Garry Oak and chokes out the native salal.
I don’t need to use the iron pick, because there is no way the root is going anywhere, but I like the
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way it feels while I joust the weed,
and I like the way I look while I’m
doing it.
I was in charge of keeping an
english ivy alive last fall in an
apartment I sublet in Montreal.
Though I didn’t underwater it or
overwater it, and though millions
of ivy weeds thrive on Vancouver
Island despite all the razing efforts
of better gardeners than I, the damn
thing died. I think it died from sheer
contempt. I hate the fucking things.
I hate scotch broom just as much,
but didn’t really get to go to town
on it at this “gardening” job I had
all weekend that was more like
landscaping. We moved out several
dozen garbage bags of leafy matter,
three trailer loads of branches and
other stick-like things, and a small
bag of stucco. Scratches several
inches long streak up my sunburnt
arms, heat rash has broken out all
down my back, I have a stripe of tan
above my pants and below my shirt.
Five minutes with a nail brush don’t
do a thing to my darkened fingers,
and my gloves automatically curl
when I lay them down.
The owner is an excellent manager,
but doesn’t know much about the
yard, and makes large sweeping
gestures at things that need to be
pulled out. One worker gets stuck
with several trees, another has
grassy cement blocks. I prune and
turn over soil, looking for the elusive
blackberry root and those neo-tribal
grass roots.
Just when I’m feeling the least
appreciated, wondering if all these
roots of colonialism mean anything
to anybody but me, a neighbour
from across the street moseys by,
whistles, saying, “that’s quite the
big job you’ve got there.” Mollified, I
start to chat with this older person,
out for a sunny stroll, making jokes.
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“Yeah, this one’s so long I bet
it reaches to your property. I’m
worried when I pull it, the eaves
on this house are going to come
down.” We chuckle together, and
I think that doing labour out where
people can walk by is definitely my
calling. I appreciate that someone,
somewhere, knows how hard it is to
get rid of the symbolic trappings of
the dominant society in Disneyland.
By hand.
Picture a few string beans
tied together. Now picture a
chocolate croissant. Those are my
“before landscaping” and “after
landscaping” biceps, mostly due to
my expert pitchfork handling. The
farmer came shining through this
weekend, after about 15 years of
dormancy, visible in the form of a
sunburn from my wrist to my tricep,
and in a V formation around my
neck (which is not red, thank you).
I had plenty of time alone with
that pitchfork to think about who I
am and what I look like in Gordon
Head, a suburb with no grocery
stores you can walk to and more
minivans than people. My coworkers were 19 years old, blonde,
and good-looking, living with their
boyfriends. All of us hadn’t worked
in far too long, had credit cards
maxed out and didn’t know where
rent was going to come from.
“So, you girls leave your boyfriends
back east?” the owner asks, making
polite conversation. He’s been
attentive and genial the whole
time, remembering our names
right off and where we’ve been,
etc. Of course, he calls us “girls”
and “ladies” all the time, said I
was to “rape and pillage” a certain
flowerbed. So my co-workers give
the two-line “boyfriend at home”
answer. I’ve been letting them do
most of the talking all day, because
they’re good at it and I like to watch
the conversation. I don’t quite get

our boss yet. Trying not to make
too much of a point, I take my hat
off, smooth my short hair. “I have
a girlfriend back in Montreal.” This
doesn’t seem like enough. “She’s
moving to Gibsons in a few weeks.”
Captain Homeowner seems
unperturbed, so I pretend I’m being
casual. The next day, I’ve forgotten,
so while I’m fighting the forces
of invading quack grass, I get
confused when Cap’n approaches,
saying, “I hope I didn’t hurt your
feelings yesterday.”
I wait for clarification. “When I
asked if you had a boyfriend. I hope
I didn’t hurt your feelings.” From
then on, I wonder how I look against
the blonde backdrop. I’m old (if I
don’t look it now, I might when this
burn heals), I’m dark and getting
darker, I’m studly, hairy, and really
quiet. I say things like, “Thanks for
that idea,” and “I appreciate your
asking,” and “Pardon me.”
Cap’n has already set me apart
from the other workers, praising
their work explicitly and not
mentioning mine, except to ask a
couple times when I think I’ll be
ready to move on to another task.
My flower bed is bigger than the
other two put together, but I still feel
guilty when they finish ahead of me.
This warrants checking in with
my sister about what is going
on. It’s been a while since I’ve
been the only representative of
so many identities on a job site,
and I need a second opinion on
the power dynamics I think I see.
This perception of me that I can’t
control stings worse than the long
scratches on my arm, festers in me
like the reddening gash on my palm
that fills with dirt throughout the day.
Today I’d rather be anything than
queer and red in Gordon Head.
Robin Taylor
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Why The Rocks Tumble Down The Mountain
As it is said in many stories, it all began with this one
man, named Lonely Eyes. He was the loneliest man
on the earth. No one talked to him, or cared about him.
But he was a very spiritual man who believed in the
Creator and Mother Earth. When it was time to go up
to the mountain to spend 40 days and nights praying
and fasting, Lonely Eyes kept on wishing to be happy
and joyous and have someone care for him. On the
last night of fasting a woman came up to him. She laid
one single kiss on his lips and told him, ‘‘The Creator
has seen your sorrow and pain and he has sent me.’’
Lonely Eyes then looked at her and realized she was
the most beautiful woman he had ever laid eyes on ,
she had wisdom illuminating from her aura, she had
patience,compassion and love in her eyes.
They went down the mountain, got married, and lived
their lives as any other person would live, happy and
harmonious. But the town saw the woman’s beauty and
saw how much love the two had for each other. The
townfolk began to grow jealous of this woman, for in
their minds she was too beautiful, and they thought her
to be a sorcerer and she was working magic on the
town. They thought she should not walk this earth. The
town killed her and left Lonely Eyes to suffer his loss of
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his greatest love, his wife.
Upon her death, Lonely Eyes went up to the mountains
and started to pray and fast again. He prayed for
justice for the death of his wife, and for the town to
be punished. Then on the fortieth night his prayer was
answered in the form of an urge. The urge to scream.
When he started to scream, he could not stop. By the
time that morning had come, he finally stoped and the
mountain started to shake and rumble. Mountain pieces
started to break off and tumble down the mountain. By
the time they reached the town they crushed every one
who had lived there, giving Lonely Eyes justice for his
wife’s death.
Why do the rocks tumble down the mountain? It’s all
the sorrow and pain that we let out of our souls by
screaming silently to the mountain.
Melissa Victor
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Redwire invites you to joins us at Awaken100.com a new Source
of Contemporary Aboriginal Art.
Redwire’s new sister site, www.awaken100.com profile youth
and emerging Aboriginal artists, writers and performers on the
web. Awaken100 will feature ten art galleries, an archive of past
Redwire Exhbitions, web logs for artists to talk about their creative
process, and resources for artists and curators. The site will also
feature a special online exhibition of new works created by artists Gabe Hill and Ryan Mitchel Morrisions, for a featured gallery
space on the site. other Artists featured on the website include:
Gord Hill, Tania Willard, Maria Hupfield, Dionne Paul, Derek
Hynes, Cherie Stocken, Terrance Houle, Daryl James Bucar, and
others...
Look for upcoming Awaken100 ezines that will feature Aboriginal
arts and culture perspectives, with events, ideas, networks and
resources.
For more information please contact:
Redwire Native Youth Media Society
604-602-7226 or by email
info@redwiremag.com
www.redwiremag.com
Funded by Canadian Heritage Canadian Culture Online Program Gateway Fund
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Happy 7th Anniversary to Redwire!

R

edwire magazine has been blazing the
way for Native youth voices for seven
years sharing youth words and
wisdom, feelings and fears, songs and
sayings, drawings and dreams.

Because personal truth comes from
the hearts of the writers, Redwire
stories honour the truths of so many
youth working to share, find, examine
and express their culture.
Through your great articles,
cartoons, pictures and poems,
you are constantly educating
and challenging youth to find
their own way. Redwire helps
Aboriginal youth to get smart and get
going in their own direction - pushing
us all to work around our weaknesses
to develop and use our own strength.
Your issues over the last 7 years have
provided an inspiring outlet to
encourage youth to speak up and
speak out for what they want and need
to survive and thrive in this crazy
world. The content you share as
diverse and broad as your readers,
teaching us about the female condom
and healthy living tips; providing
insights into the prison system and
struggles for sovereignty; NDN erotica
and blockade babes, comics and music.

The team at the RedWAY BC Project
admits to wanting to follow your lead
to honour and build on your success in
promoting youth voices. In just over
one year, we've created a website with
over 340 pages designed and
maintained by Urban Aboriginal
Youth in BC.
We provide tools so youth
can share their events,
business tips, culture and
favourite resources on-line at
www.redwaybc.ca and a free on-line
newsletter called RedWAY BC News.
Our goal at www.redwaybc.ca is to
help youth learn about, access and use
technology to help them find resources
and people to help them succeed in BC.
We're looking forward to working more
closely with the team at Redwire this
year by providing your readers with:
!

Links to your website and

archived issues (so our readers can
find you easier, too!)
!

Cool Surveys to share their

views, needs, and opinions
!

Profile Pages - tell us your fav'
youth and we'll highlight them

So visit us at www.redwaybc.ca to
keep up with Redwire, too!

We look forward to many more issues
and many more years with Redwire.
RedWAY BC is proud to support Redwire because YOU ROCK, and, hey:

We're all RED on the inside.
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Who's your database?
We've started a FREE
database called the
RedWAY Pages at
www.redwaybc.ca
Add in and update
your info TODAY! Use the RedWAY Pages
to find current contact info & links to businesses,
local, provincial & federal programs, services & agencies. All basic listings are free, but if you
want to spice up your entry, we've got ways to help you increase your web presence to get
found FASTER! Contact us for more info: info@redwaybc.ca or visit our website and get
connected.
Check out www.redwaybc.ca because we're proud to:
• Honour Aboriginal cultural
diversity with graphics,
fonts & pic's designed by
the community
• Share new, interactive
media features like our online photo gallery, new
Events Calendar & Talking
Stick video clips (think
"Speakers' Corner" for Aboriginal
Youth)

Share good vibes with
youth profiles, interviews &
success stories
Through the site and our free
e-zine, we try to connect you to job postings, program announcements & cultural events. Send
us YOUR favourite resources to include for others! We're always looking for news & events for
the e-zine- we've got over 3800 subscribers so make sure you've signed up to get the next
RedWAY BC News!
•

We’re grateful for the opportunity to build upon seeds that have been planted for years by many
leaders before us. We've just finished our five-year plan to help us expand our space & hire
more Aboriginal Youth for cool, technology-based positions as RED Leaders for RedWAY BC.
We're eager to develop new sections of our site, like Environment, Women, Technology,
& our Artist’s Jukebox. Plus, we'll keep you informed about the 2010 opportunities &
initiatives, & how they'll impact your communities.
Contact us to through the website www.redwaybc.ca, through our host agency
(FNES - First Nations Employment Society f: 604-605-8902 or ph: 604-605-8901 x.28),
through our Project Manager at 604-783-8304 or by email: info@redwaybc.ca.
The RedWAY BC Project: Harnessing Technology to Inform, Honour and Connect Urban
Aboriginal Youth to Services, Opportunities, the Community and Each Other
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Traditional Knowledge
It does not matter who you are, where you
come from, where you live, what you did or
what you are doing – ancestral knowledge
is in you. What does it look like, you ask?
Run over to the closest reflective object and
then ask yourself that same question. As
Indigenous youth, ITK affects you and you
affect it. Are you doing your part?
Two important facts are constantly
presented to youth on a regular basis, and
just in case you haven’t read a government
document or written a proposal in the past
week, I’ll remind you what they are. Fact
one: Aboriginal youth under the age of
25 are the fastest growing population in
Canada. Fact two: Aboriginal youth are a
strong link to carrying on the knowledge
of our ancestors and upholding it with
integrity. And for the sake of REALITY,
let’s make a check that we understand
that ITK affects a wider, more worldly
sphere of human beings. In a country
like Canada, ITK is being talked about
by lobby organizations, policy makers,
government officials and our Kookums and
Moshums too but there seems to be a gap
in what our Kookums and Moshums say
and how the powers that be interpret that
information. What do we do about that?
graphic Tania Williard

The following 6-page-insert may get you caught up in
a dialogue on Indigenous Traditional Knowledge. Open
your doors, step outside and carry this conversation
where your mouth may take you. Spread the word,
elevate the discussions and turn up the volume on
what you think we, as Aboriginal youth, should be doing
to revitalize, protect and preserve our sacred teachings
and deepen our understanding of cultural, ethical and
practical issues related to Indigenous Knowledge. As
engaged communities of organized Aboriginal youth
or as individuals interested in the issue of Indigenous
Traditional Knowledge (ITK), the following information
may lead you to bring up these issues in your
classrooms, on your youth council, with your friends or
in your communities.

Ok, reality-check again. ITK affects everyone, so
that means that everyone needs to be involved.
New Canadians, old Canadians, non-Canadians
and hyphenated Canadians - all have a stake in our
knowledge. So let’s carry that dialogue on, move it
forward, open it up and push it out. If so many people
have a stake in our knowledge and so many of those
people come attached with their own cultural views and
values then how can we understand ITK in a mutually,
respectful way? I know, I know! Let’s TALK ABOUT
IT! The following writers in this insert have decided
that they wanted to talk about it. So they have some
information to pass on to readers in order to heighten
our knowledge, conversations and debates that have to
do with our ancestral information and how it affects us
today.
Jaime Koebel
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Yew Wood to Bringhurst: A
story of Indigenous knowledge
I recall seeing in a book somewhere a drawing of a
dark-skinned person in a loin cloth, bending down and
picking a plant from the earth. The person had a look
of stunned amazement on their face, as if the plant
had somehow spoke to them and told them to pick it
and use it. The picture was accompanying a colonial
text of some sort about how Europeans were told by
Indigenous peoples how to use plant medicines, and
how that knowledge had helped Europeans cure “x”
number of people because they had in turn utilized the
plant in their “sophisticated” processes and developed
it into a pharmaceutical
franchise of some sort.
The image bothered me for
some time. It nagged at me
and I knew it was wrong. I
saw it when I was much
younger but over the years it
came to mind when issues of
Indigenous knowledge were
discussed. The savage Indian
stumbling across something
that they don’t realize the value
of, and the white hero coming
along on their horse or boat
saving that precious knowledge
and letting the world know
its potential. That stereotype
goes hand in hand with colonial
ideas about Indigenous land
use: that we had vast areas of unused land and were
unable to realize the potential of its use, whereas
Europeans were able to see the land “value” right away
and had saved that value by coming and appropriating
our lands. It’s maddening.

There is a misconception in the Western
world that somehow Indigenous knowledge is
instinctual, that by virtue of living on the land
Indigenous people know things and do things
without any thought or cultivation.
Yet Indigenous people have their knowledge of
plants, medicines, ecological processes, navigation,
mathematics, seasonal changes, history, and so on
through generations of knowledgeable people who
have followed processes and have exacted techniques.
This knowledge has been systematically stolen and
abused by colonizing peoples since Indigenous and
non-Indigenous peoples began their relationships.
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There have been countless instances of Indigenous
knowledge being unwittingly shared by Indigenous
peoples and then abused by those who take that
knowledge. The whole Western civilization owes its
survival and existence to the extensive amount of
Indigenous knowledge that has ensured the growth
of its burgeoning technology. The problems are the
abuse of that knowledge, the emptiness that it is used
for, and the inability of society to recognize where that
knowledge comes from and pay the due recognition
and respect.
It’s like if non-Indigenous folk were to realize that
they owe much of their way of life to their abuse of
Indigenous knowledge, their system
of colonization and globalization
would fall apart. That would require a
collective, conscious decision to take
a moral turn and say, “We are wrong
in what we are doing and how we are
doing it.” And that seems impossible
for the money-driven capitalist society
that the world has become. A deeper
level of thought is required, a step
back from the surface picture, to see
that yes, the knowledge is still where
it came from. It came from peoples
who used it with the well being of
the land in mind, not profit in a cash
driven society.
Definitely, another problem is the
environmental havoc that is caused
by those abusing Indigenous
knowledge. One example of the
effects of that abuse happened here on Haida Gwaii,
beginning in the late 70’s. A dentist published a
little book on Haida medicine using knowledge he
had gathered from Haida elders. The book included
information on Haida use of yew bark and its healing
properties for a variety of ailments, including cancer.
Scientists working for pharmaceuticals read this book
and isolated one part of yew called paxil, which is one
property of the tree found only in its bark. That led
to pharmaceutical companies putting a dollar value
on the bark, which further led to individual harvesters
stripping yew trees throughout the islands to sell it to
the companies. A yew tree has a very slow growth
rate, making a relatively small tree possibly hundreds
of years old. The harvesting techniques killed the
trees, where only the bark was being used and the
rest of the tree died needlessly. This practice, as well
as logging and the effects of introduced deer who eat
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yew saplings, have made yew trees on Haida Gwaii
extremely rare. But of course, in his mind the dentist
was well meaning, and only wanted that knowledge to
be shared before it was “lost.”

not only by Bringhurst but by those who read his books,
and there was no payment. And by payment I mean
recognition of the significance of those stories, as well
as recognition of the living Haida today and what those
stories signify and mean to the on-going struggles of
our culture. Indeed, I believe the stories would never
be given or exchanged by the Haida for the purpose
of furthering of one man’s career at the expense of
respect for our culture.

There is also the false conception that the Indigenous
people alive today have less ability than their
ancestors, who are (in the minds of the colonizer)
“authentic” Indians, vessels of this instinctual
Indigenous knowledge. Robert Bringhurst comes to
mind. Bringhurst is a celebrated Canadian poet and
These two examples -- the yew bark “innocently”
author, who has taken the time in his distinguished
published in a book a few decades ago and the
career to study the Haida language. Although he was
environmental devastation as a result, and Bringhurst
good friends with Bill Reid, he has never done research
and Canada assuming ownership over Haida stories
on the islands and has had almost no time to spend
-- are familiar to Indigenous communities around the
with the living community of Haidas living on Haida
world. The mistreatment of our knowledge is exactly
Gwaii. This well-loved Canadian
the same as the mistreatment of
“The mistreatment of our our Indigenous rights to the land.
author took it upon himself to
re-tell Haida stories that were
knowledge is exactly the The misconceptions surrounding
recorded on Haida Gwaii in 1901
Indigenous knowledge must be
same as the mistreatment corrected, and we must rise to the
by an ethnologist named John
R. Swanton. Bringhurst has
of our Indigenous rights to challenge. As always, it is not good
recently published his trilogy of
enough that it is now fashionable to
the land.”
“Haida Classical Literature,” and
recognize Indigenous or Traditional
those books have won awards and been absolutely
Knowledge; there must be proper recognition and
loved by Canada’s academic community. You may
reconciliation of past abuses as well. Otherwise, the
have heard of them: “A Story as Sharp as a Knife:
required work that needs to be done to prevent further
The Classical Haida Mythtellers and Their World,”
abuse of our knowledge and land will continue.
“Ghandl of the Qayahl Lllaanas: Nine Visits to the
Mythworld,” and ‘Being in Being: The Collected Works
Jusquan
of a Master Haida Mythteller.’ Bringhurst didn’t think it
was important to talk to the living Haida today, because Jusquan is from the T’siits gitanaay Eagle Clan from Old Masset.
She has a degree from UVic in History and is actually using it to do
in his mind there were no people with the same level
research for the Haida Aboriginal Title case. Her pride and joy is
of intelligence as himself or those Haida who Swanton
her 19 month old daughter Haana (beautiful) who is just that. She
recorded a hundred years ago.
lives on Haida Gwaii and plans to pick berries, catch fish, and pick
seaweed with her daughter and husband Jaalen this summer.

Bringhurst took those Haida stories, made them into
“Haida” prose and verse, and through his supreme
intellect and book learning knowledge of the
Haida language, somehow saw through the ages
into what those storytelling Haidas were trying to
convey to Swanton all those years ago. Because
he was able to do this, those Haida stories are now
mysteriously defined as “Canadian” by those who
write book reviews and teach Canadian literature
courses, as well as those Canadians and others
who are buying those books. This, in my mind,
is a prime example of what abuse of Indigenous
knowledge boils down to. The richness and
complexities of Haida history and spiritual beliefs
are now nicely understandable and transparent for
Canadians and other non-Haidas, taking away for
non-Indigenous peoples any threat of the unknown.
Now there is an assumed ownership of our stories,
graphic Tania Williard
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One Man’s Look at Traditional
Knowledge
What does Traditional Knowledge mean to me? It
means a connection to the past and to my culture.
Even if my own knowledge is limited to songs and
protocol, it still is a bridge between who I used to
be and who I am today. More importantly for me,
living in a large urban centre, it keeps me grounded
and connected to my soul, to the essence of my
spirituality. Whenever I am feeling all over the place
and disconnected from myself, I can put on a traditional
CD and play recorded Old Massett songs, and sing
along and feel that connection. A connection to Haida
Gwaii, to my family, to all Indigenous peoples, and most
importantly, to myself.

and eating crab on the beach with others, you are
sharing tradition and knowledge. You are breaking
bread with them and having a laugh. Doing something
that is so simple, yet you feel a connection with them.
Forgive me if you read this and I did not mention you.
I can remember the canoe ride that eight of us made
to Port Simpson from Burnt Cliff. It took about 2 and a
half hours and it was a window into how our ancestors
used to travel. It was three staff members and five
participants who paddled. We arrived and backed into
the dock area, in traditional fashion. For those who
do not know, when you back in it means that you are
visiting on friendly terms. Our Elder asked permission
to come ashore and it was granted. I believe that
traditional knowledge is not only what medicines to use
and what stories to tell, like for example creation stories
and stories that have a underlining moral to them. It is
also advice from your Elders today and it is in how you
respect that connection to them and therefore to the
past. .

I have never been much of an artist. My creativity
is singing, drumming, and dancing. I have had an
ingrained rhythm since I was little. I was in a dance
group in Massett, Haida Gwaii in kindergarten, and
As a leader in a community you have to remain
than later in Prince Rupert until I was 13. I know that
grounded. You have to remember that it is the people
in my community a lot of kids go into dancing and
around you that make you
singing when they are younger.
“As a First Nations person, I effective. As a First Nations
It is hard for them to stay with
I have come to realize
it through their teen years
have come to realize that I am person,
that
I
am
creating my own
because a lot of them start to do
creating
my
own
tradition
and
tradition
and
knowledge as I
other things, sports for example
go.
Not
only
do I listen to elders
or they associate it with being knowledge as I go. Not only do
and
members
of the community,
a kid. This is where Traditional I listen to elders and members
but
that
others
listen me to as
Knowledge is passed down
well.
I
now
have
come full
of the community, but that
to each new generation. The
circle
in
my
return
Haida
foundation has been laid down
others listen me to as well.” songs and protocol.to my
Do
I
know
and it will remain with that child
it
all?
Impossible!
What
I
do
know
is
that
I
have
the
throughout their life. I know that was my experience.
confidence
to
go
forward
as
an
Indigenous
person
I went away from singing and dancing when I was 13
because of the Traditional Knowledge that was taught
because I got involved in sports and perhaps I got a
to me. It has helped me look for who I am. I haven’t
touch of the “too cool syndrome.”
entirely found him yet but I have the faith that I will.
The faith that all my experiences have led me on this
Around 7 or 8 years ago I became involved in the
path. I am in the middle of being trained as a high
Rediscovery program out of Prince Rupert and Port
school Social Studies teacher. It is a tough process
Simpson. This was because I volunteered at the
Rediscovery in the Kitlope (between Kitamaat and Bella with a lot of different challenges. I hope to use this
Bella.) This experience was very enriching and allowed training to have an impact on young minds, whoever
and wherever they are.
me to revisit my Indigenous roots. The following
summer I was made the camp director of the Sit’aa
Rediscovery for the first two years. It is based on Burnt
Cliff Island, which is about a 35-minute boat ride from
Port Simpson. This is where I was re-introduced to
Traditional Knowledge, as it came in the form of songs,
advice, and stories of the area, as well as fishing and
boiling crab on the beach. In the simple act of boiling
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In the last 3 years or so, I have come back to my
culture. I have had a number of teachers over that
time period. Robert Davidson is one of them, along
with his wife Terri-Lynn, and members of the Rainbow
Creek Dance group. My mother (Kanagiit) and father
(Kwiyaans), my Gaugiis (Uncles), and my Aunts. My
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sister Jusquan has also been big in regards to relearning songs and who I am as a Haida man. She has
never left her traditions, and has been one of the most
inspirational human beings I have ever known. I credit
her for my wanting to return. I do not want this to turn
into a Bio, but learning from others is what I consider
Traditional Knowledge. An individual learns from the
people in their life. Every person that I have come
into contact with I have learned from. I have tried to
remember these lessons and how they impact my life.

The Sharing of Traditional
Knowledge is the Key to our
Survival

Traditional Knowledge is important to me because
it is the backbone of who I am, what keeps me
unique, and united with other Aboriginal people.
Traditional Knowledge has been passed down from
What is Traditional Knowledge? How old does it have to generation to generation for many years. Things
be to be considered traditional? It is a complex question such as the potlatch system, the traditional laws,
that has different meaning for everyone. I only hope that the governance, and the social structure of the
one day I will be an elder and be able to pass on what I
Wet’suwet’en. This is based on the traditional
have learned.
Hereditary system. Wet’suwet’en families belong
to five clans; they are Laksilyu (Small Frog), Gil_
Will Bedard seyhu (Frog), Tsayu (Beaver), Gitdumden (Bear)
and Laksamishu (Fireweed). Each clan consists of
William Edward Joseph Bedard was born in Massett on Haida Gwaii, to members determined by matrilineal decent. The five
a mother of English, Irish, and Welsch descent, and a father of Haida
main clans further divide into thirteen Houses. Each
and Heltsik descent. He grew up in Prince Rupert, B.C., and lived in
House is responsible for their House Territory and their
Mexico for one year. He graduated from Malaspina University College
members. I myself am a Gitdumden of the Spoke
in December 2000 with B.A., majoring History with a P.E. diploma.
House. My father clan is Gil_seyhu. The Father Clan
He has been working with youth for about ten years and is currently
is the clan group of the birth father of a child. It is
attending SFU, taking the Professional Development Program (teacher
essential that your father have a different clan from the
training). He will be finished at the end of August. He enjoys singing
Mother Clan because you would lose the importance
Haida songs and going for long walks on the beach (joke)
of a father clan when it is needed. It is an important
traditional law not to marry with someone in the same
clan as you. It is taught if you marry into your clan
you and your children will become poor because your
family will only be able to hunt in one territory.
My ancestors have inhabited their traditional territories,
and respected the natural resources and traditional
laws within them for generations. Traditional Elders in
the Carrier and Sekani area live a lifestyle they learned
from their grandfathers and grandmothers. They are
dependent on landscape conditions, and teachings
and experiences passed down from their elders. They
have learnt how to survive on the natural resources
provided. With this knowledge they know in which
territories they are permitted to hunt and gather berries
and medicines. Which is efficient because no one can
over step their boundaries, in the past trespassers
were given one warning if they were caught hunting in
another clan’s territory, and if the person was caught
trespassing again, they were punished by death.
Traditional Knowledge continues to be passed on to
each of us; it is up to each individual to carry on the
traditions of our grandfathers. We can learn more
through actively listening to our elders. Through
photo Tania Williard
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my involvement with a series of interviews that
took place recently with several Wet’suwet’en
elders, I was given a better insight on events,
activities, and relationships that tie people to certain
territories. The elders provided important land use
history information, and assisted researchers in
our region. In one interview, an elder advised us on
how important it is to listen to your elders, and that
she wished she had listened to her mother’s stories
more actively, and then she would remember more
of our inheritance. Our Elders are slowly leaving us,
with little or no information left behind. I encourage
my fellow peers to do what they can to retrieve as
much knowledge as they can. Soon our traditional
laws will be watered down. For instance, if we don’t
fully understand the potlatch system, and the Keyoh
Profiles, anyone without the right knowledge could
try and overpass the laws, and become a hereditary
chief, etc.

Richest Beggars in Canada

In conclusion, Traditional Knowledge is essential
to our survival as a unique race; no one else in
the world has traditions and laws as distinct as
ours. Learning the past methods and resources
could possibly stop the cycle of dependency on the
government that has played a great role in many
Aboriginal communities. Our Traditional Knowledge
not only has significance to the Aboriginal people,
but as well to the general public. It should be
respected by all. Taught to the non-Aboriginal
people as well, so that they could fully understand
and respect our people.

that’s where sexual abuse turned onto myself,
and other children in the community.
Physical abuse turned onto my Grandmother, Mother,
and Aunts.
Alcohol abuse turned onto my Grandfather, Father, and
Uncles.
It’s the language they stole, not being able to
understand my Elders.
It’s the identity being lost.
Scrubbing at my skin, just to fit in with my friends.
But yet you sit there,
not willing to understand what we have lost.
Still thinking we should be put further away.
Resentful that we get our schooling paid for.
Some eyes still cannot see past the reserve.
You ridicule my peoples’ poverty.
I invite you into our homes, so I can show you that we
do not need money and flashy things to keep a close
family.
We know all our aunts, uncles, second, third, and even
fifth cousins.
Who do you know past your Mother, Father, and
Siblings?
Envious of the tax free life we live,
yet the only tax free things I get are on the reserve.
And these mere things still do not buy back the things
that have been taken.

Danielle Ogen
Danielle Blaire Ogen is from the Wetsuweten First Nation. She
is 20 years old and was born in London, Ontario and raised in
Burns Lake, BC. She graduated in 2003 on the honor roll, and
continued school in Vancouver, taking Esthetics at Blanche
Macdonald and Bartending at Metropolitan Bartending. She
started writing recently about things that effect her and other
Aboriginal youth in her community.
Currently she is working part time as a receptionist and doing
esthetics mobile.

“Learning the past methods and
resources could possibly stop
the cycle of dependency on the
government.”

Bums, Drunks, and Beggars.
All things society has placed upon my people.
Warriors, Survivors, and Fighters,
I’m proud to say are my People.
They were welcomed into the Native Peoples land,
and “The Beggars” gave them food,
“The Bums” clothed them with fur;
and “The Drunks” protected them from the wild.
It’s not the land I grieve about.
It’s the children they took without consent,
forcing them to learn the “British” way.
It’s the sexual, mental and physical abuse set on the
children.
Not knowing how to deal with the pain,

Danielle Ogen
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No consent to the rape of our
mother earth and the theft of
our resources
Can you believe that on the international level Canada
has a reputation as a country that protects human and
even Indigenous rights? You can’t?!
So often, when we go international as Indigenous
peoples from what is called Canada, we run into people
that tell us about how wonderful Canada is as a country
and how well it treats indigenous people. Then we
tell them that this is not true – that the government of
Canada breaches the Canadian constitution by not
recognizing and implementing Aboriginal Title. Many
will still not believe us.
They will point to the glossy brochures from the
different ministries that tell about how they work with
First Nations communities. Or they will
tell us about the workshops that the
Canadian embassy holds, promoting
Indigenous community involvement in
mining. They will tell us about the Chief
of the Tahltan Nation who traveled down
to Guatemala and told the Indigenous
peoples down there how happy his
people are with mining in their territory.
And they will be totally shocked when
they hear that the Tahltan people are
occupying their own band office and
locking out the very chief that traveled
down to Guatemala, because they do
not want to see any more mining in their
territory.

territories, go international. It is key that our voices
are heard in international negotiations before Canada
convinces other governments to copy their approach
of undermining Indigenous rights. The Canadian
government likes to portray itself as a leader in
Indigenous policy-making. Now here is my question:
How can you be a leader when you continuously
backtrack on internationally and judicially recognized
principles, such as Indigenous rights and prior informed
consent?
Prior informed consent (PIC) means the right of
Indigenous peoples to decide what happens in their
traditional territories and with their resources. At a
conference on mining and sustainability, industry
leaders could be heard complaining about this
internationally recognized principle for dealing with
Indigenous peoples. “How do we decide when those
people are informed enough?” Simple answer: “You
do not have to decide anything! Indigenous peoples
will tell you if they need more information to make their

Only after long explanations will
those people that believed Canada’s
propaganda know that they have been
lied to. They feel misled when they hear
that as Indigenous peoples in Canada
we really have no say regarding the
developments that take place in our
traditional territories; that our Traditional
Knowledge is not taken into account in
land management planning; and that we
receive no benefit from the resources
taken from us.
That is why it is so important that we,
as Indigenous peoples who know the
true story and who defend our traditional
graphic Tania Williard
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decision, and they will make their decision when they
are informed enough.” Obviously industry does not
like this answer and its implications, namely that they
cannot start a development in the traditional territories
of Indigenous peoples without getting their consent.
Now here comes the second question, this one was
actually asked by the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Canada, The Right Honourable Beverley
McLachlin, in the Haida Case: Does consent mean
that Indigenous peoples have a right to stop a
development?

rights standards for Indigenous peoples.”
Indigenous peoples have been fighting attempts to
undermine Indigenous rights for a long time at the
international level. It took many years to secure the
recognition of Indigenous PIC under the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD). The CBD is one of the three
multi-lateral environmental agreements that came out
of the Earth Summit in Rio, the more famous one being
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.

For the longest time Canada opposed the adoption
of the Indigenous PIC principle by the CBD, arguing
that it would violate
Really, she is just
Canadian laws. What
asking if this means
they failed to mention
that Indigenous
is that those very laws
peoples can say “no”
violate the Constitution
to developments
of Canada that does
on their land. Well
recognize Aboriginal
here is my question:
Title and Rights. It took
“When we talk about
Indigenous peoples
consent in other
from Canada to speak
cases – for example
out about this and gain
when it comes to
the support from other
allegations of sexual
Indigenous peoples and
assault – would she
most governments from
ever ask whether
around the world. In the
consent means the
end, the PIC principle
right to say no?” Of
was inscribed into the
course she wouldn’t.
Akwe:Kon Guidelines
Once a person has
for Social, Cultural
said “no” and it is
and Environmental
clear that there is no
Impact Assessments
consent, the actions of
in Indigenous
the other person are
Territories. This is the
illegal. Why should this
first substantive CBD
graphic Tania Williard
be any different when
document dealing with
it comes to Indigenous
indigenous rights and
“How can you be a leader when
peoples? When
carrying an indigenous
Indigenous peoples say
name, it was adopted at
you continuously backtrack on
“no” to a development
last Conference of
internationally and judicially recognized the
in their territories, and
the Parties of the CBD in
principles, such as Indigenous rights
those developments go
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
ahead, it is also illegal.
in 2004.
and prior informed consent?”
Most of the time those
Yet, the victory was only partial. The same conference
developments are nothing short of rape of the land.
approved the Bonn Guidelines on Access and BenefitIndigenous peoples cannot consent to the raping and
destruction of their land without undermining their own
Sharing (ABS) without including the principle of PIC
rights.
for access to Indigenous peoples’ genetic resources.
This development is very dangerous, as the entire
To say that Indigenous peoples’ consent is different
discussion about ABS is moving the CBD away
from the consent requirements in other cases is a total
from being a multi-lateral environmental agreement
double standard. Or as Sakej Youngblood Henderson
dealing with the protection and sustainable use of
put it: “They are trying to establish second class human biodiversity. It is more and more developing elements
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of international trade agreements allowing access to
genetic resources. Indigenous peoples know all too
much about the theft of both their natural and genetic
resources, the latter is often referred to as “biopiracy”.
Many of the Northern governments were pushing
for unlimited corporate access to genetic resources,
whereas many Southern governments insisted that
they had the right to regulate access nationally and
that there had to be fair and equitable benefit-sharing.
But all ignored and did not want to recognize the
principle of PIC of Indigenous peoples access to their
genetic resources. Therefore it is very important that
Indigenous peoples are involved in these international
negotiations and ensure that their rights, such as
the indigenous PIC principle, are recognized and
respected. Even more importantly, Indigenous
peoples are currently seeking the development of an
international regime to protect Traditional Knowledge
under the CBD. They refer to it as a “sui generis”
regime, because they refuse to use mainstream
intellectual property instruments, such as patents and
databases which in the past have facilitated the theft
of Indigenous knowledge. Instead they want to build
it based on the laws and regulations of the respective
Indigenous peoples.
So it is up to you, our young people, to become
involved at the international level and ensure that the
rights of Indigenous peoples are respected and that
Indigenous voices are heard loud and clear, from the
local to the international level.

“So it is up to you, our young
people, to become involved at the
international level and ensure that
the rights of Indigenous peoples
are respected and that Indigenous
voices are heard loud and clear,
from the local to the international
level.”
Arthur Manuel, INET Spokesperson and community organizer is a
member of the Neskonlith Indian Band of the Secwepemc Nation. He
is the son of Grand Chief George Manuel of the Secwepemc Nation
and Marceline Manuel a member of the Kootenay nation. He served
four terms as Chief of the Neskonlith Indian Band, and has worked
with the Interior Alliance (for the recognition of land rights), and
towards the implementation of Aboriginal Title.
He continues to work on the Indigenous Network on Economies
and Trade (INET), and the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) panels. He is currently involved in detailed economic
research on Aboriginal economies and ecosystem based planning.
Nicole Schabus, International Legal Advisor holds degrees in Law
and International Business Administration from the University of
Vienna in Austria. She has also studied at the University of Sydney
in Australia and the University of Ottawa. The focus of her studies
has always been Aboriginal Title and Rights. She is currently
practising law in British Columbia to be called to the Canadian bar in
2005. Nicole has worked for a number of Interior Tribes since 2000,
preparing international submissions, especially to the International
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity.
Presently she is volunteering for the Indigenous Network on
Economies and Trade (INET) based in Vancouver.

Nicole Schabus and Arthur Manuel
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Although still quite young, Bradley is considered a
“traditional owner” of Yarrabah Aboriginal Community,
a concept of ownership of the traditional lands that is
enforced by the Native title rights in Australia. I at first
found this concept a bit strange to comprehend. How
can ownership of the land only belong to just a few?
This is a different concept to how we as Native people
perceive ownership of our lands back home in Canada.
Bradley is also a traditional corroborree dancer and
teaches ceremonial dance to other youth in Yarrabah
Community, through the local community church. I
was curious to see how Bradley perceives ownership
of cultural knowledge, and where he thought his role
was in the Community, as a young person with much
knowledge.
What is a “traditional owner”?

The Red Road
Less Travelled…

photo Carmen Daniels

Correspondence from Carmen Daniels in Cairns,
Queensland, Australia
“With knowledge comes great responsibility…” The
age-old saying rings in my ears. When you begin to
learn cultural ways from a young age, it seems like your
way of life; it’s just what you do. When you start to get
a bit older, you start to understand that it is about more
than just picking blueberries and fishing or going with
your parents out to the bush. As young people become
more knowledgeable in our cultures, where does the
sense of responsibility for our knowledge begin?
Hang on. What do picking blueberries and sweetgrass
have to do with responsibility?
Exactly my point. At which point in time in our cultural
learning do we begin to feel responsibility for the
knowledge we are receiving and living?
Bradley Baird is a 26-year-old Gungandji (cun-gan-gee)
youth from Yarrabah Aboriginal Community. Yarrabah
shares similar characteristics with our own reservations
back home in Canada. It is located 45 minutes outside
of Cairns, Queensland in Australia.
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A “traditional owner” is someone who is a tribal owner
of the tribal land. I am considered a traditional owner
of this area from my family group on my father’s side.
Yarrabah Community is 40% historical people, who
were displaced from their traditional homelands and
brought here. There were also traditional people who
already lived here on this homeland.
What responsibility do you feel you have as a
“traditional owner” and as leader of a traditional
dance group – to land and to the people of
Yarrabah?
There is a responsibility that we all have to
acknowledge the traditional grounds on which we walk
and reside, and to acknowledge the traditional owners,
elders and ancestors of this land. There is still an
inner conflict between my own people over different
“traditional owner” groups in Yarrabah Community. If
I had it my way, I would change this, rightfully giving
traditional ownership as it is defined, to everyone who
lives here in Yarrabah, in order to stop this conflict in
our community.
When historical (displaced) people came here to
Yarrabah, they came with no family. The traditional
owners of the land at that time adopted the people into
their own clan groups and that is how we come to have
the community of Yarrabah today. We all live here, we
are all Aboriginal people. People are still living with the
historical context today because they were a displaced
people.
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We are trying to connect our own people to each other
and back to the land, with our traditional dancing. I see
corroboree dancing (ceremonial traditional dancing) as
a pathway to healing, because the land is our spirit, so
they will be connected to their spirit, through dancing.
You are involved in many activities that people
would view as very ‘cultural’, such as dancing,
turtle hunting – how are these activities simply a
way of life to you?
It wasn’t always a way of life for me though. It was
and it wasn’t. Us kids would see what the Elders
were doing, from a young age, and so in that way a
lot of cultural activities were a way of life. But as a
much younger
person I guess
I took some of
those things
for granted
– growing up
surrounded
by this cultural
knowledge. You
also have to be
ready to learn.
My first turtle
hunt I was about
9 or 10 years
old. I learned
how to hunt
for turtle from
my family. It
was both scary
the first time but really fun at the same time! These
days I am friends with an older hunter who is the best
turtle hunter in Yarrabah. He was there in the old days
learning from the old people, ya know? He has a lot of
knowledge that I can learn from.
I used to be an alcoholic and did drugs when I
was younger. This is what I mean by taking your
surroundings for granted. I wanted to do things my
own way back then. Turtle hunting opened up a new
world for me. I always knew that that other world
existed but I took it for granted.
I found that each time I went out on a turtle hunt out to
the [Great Barrier] Reef, I visited a part of myself out
there and got to really know myself out there.

Can you tell me about the dance program you run
for youth at the Yarrabah Community Church?
We run a traditional corroborree dance group at the
Yarrabah community church. It’s open to all youth
who want to attend. We practice twice a week, but
usually Sunday afternoons. The community church is a
gathering place here in Yarrabah so it is a perfect place
to have our dance group.
What are you trying to achieve in terms of bringing
culture back through the church?
When historical people first came to Yarrabah
community, so did the churches and missions. We
were a ‘mission’
community.
With our old
people, the
gospel was
forced upon
them and today
there is still a
deep hatred
regarding the
church and what
it stands for.
When our old
people were told
to be quiet in the
churches, it was
a silencing of
our culture, our
languages; they
were told not to
photo Carmen Daniels
sing our songs anymore.
The way I see it, our spirit is in our culture, in our
language, in our dances and our songs. Those things
are still stuck there, silenced in those churches. Our
culture had been locked in time.
Our dance group is one way to start unlocking that
culture. We as young people have the opportunity to
start healing those pains of the past in cultural ways
that are our right of ownership. Dancing is a way to
connect back to our spirit, to connect to our three levels
of self: body, soul and spirit, in order to heal our people
from when we were sick.
With our church dance group, we are trying to give
other young people a place to practice culture freely.
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One of our goals is to take young people to
a place where they can understand their own
spirituality and therefore choices, so that they
can develop their own sense of identity and
culture.
In possessing traditional knowledge, what
sort of responsibility do you feel you have
towards other community members, such as
other youth, Elders?
There is responsibility that I feel to set an
example for other people. I feel a duty to pass
on information and culture that I myself receive
from our Elders, to pass along their knowledge.
It’s like in the old days – in our culture, there
are five main areas of living – each area is
taken care of by a family group, and has a
responsibility to be true to maintaining that area
for the rest of our people. For example, there
are lawmen in our society, there always have
been. This responsibility rests on one family,
and is passed onto each generation.
Dancing is one area that we as young people
can take care of, protect and pass along to
our next generations as well. This is our
responsibility as young people.
Carmen Daniels
Carmen Daniels is a Cree youth from Edmonton, Alberta.
Formerly the Senior Communications Officer for the
“Aboriginal Youth Network” website, Carmen currently
lives overseas in Cairns, Queensland, Australia and has
been there for almost four years. Carmen works in remote
Indigenous communities across Queensland and has
contributed stories to Redwire on Australian Indigenous
issues since 2002. She will be in Australia for one more
year before returning back home to Canada. Write to:
ekosana@yahoo.com.
Bradley Baird is a Gungandji youth living in Yarrabah
Aboriginal Community in Far North Queensland, Australia.
Write to Bradley down under at: brad@gyhsac.org.au.

another note from jaime...
Wow! Now that you’ve read and pondered, what are
you thinking about? How can we facilitate a mutual
understanding of working together, to practice a respectful
dialogue regarding ITK? Currently, as it stands, when
Aboriginal peoples or lobby groups meet with government
or other non-Aboriginal organizations, usually, the nonAboriginal group is immediately in an advantageous situation
merely because of the process that is used between the
groups. The interaction is often unbalanced and the outcome
is not usually the desired outcome that Aboriginal peoples
could best benefit from, simply because of the interaction
that took place.
How can our ITK affect the way Aboriginal groups deal with
non-Aboriginal groups? At the moment, the Department
of Canadian Heritage has decided that they want to try
to balance the scales in how they meet with Aboriginal
peoples. Based on Blackfoot Elder Reggie Crowshoe’s
book, Akak’stiman, A Blackfoot Framework for DecisionMaking and Mediation Processes, the DCH has thoughtfully
organized an Advisory Committee: a group made up
of respected and mostly Aboriginal people from across
the country who have been assisting in the process of
conducting National Gatherings on Indigenous Knowledge
(NGIK). Respectfully titled Traditions, the NGIK will be taking
place across the country for the months of May and June
2005, and will be held in Rankin Inlet NU, Hay River NWT,
Penticton BC, Edmonton AB, Wanaskawin SK, Quebec City
QC, Six Nations ON and Eskasoni NS, as well as one online gathering. These gatherings could be your chance to
continue a discussion on ITK. I hope that you’ve enjoyed
your reading-trip down this ancestral knowledge-filled lane.
Let us translate our knowledge into wisdom.
Jaime Koebel is a 26-year-old Métis woman from Lac La Biche, Alberta.
Currently, Jaime is completing her M.A. in Canadian Studies at Carleton
University in Ottawa, ON. She also teaches a First Nations and Diversity
Issues course to the Police Foundations Program at Algonquin College. As
well, she enjoys writing and creating digitally enhanced photography, which
has been recognized by museums around the world. Recently, Jaime has
started her own company that concentrates on researching Aboriginal and
youth issues.

DCH DISCLAIMER
The views in this insert do not necessarily reflect the views of
the Department of Canadian Heritage.
Jaime Koebel
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Respecting our Mother’s Herbs
My Disclaimer:
Remembering Hunter S. Thompson; a literary hero on good
days. When I first started writing, some wise elder told me
just to write about what I know. I have used psychotropic
drugs to search for inner meaning.Sometimes I also partake
in what I call recreational pharmaceuticals, which is easy
to admit when one lives in a city as liberal as Amsterdam. I
also drink alcohol, especially at art openings. I believe there
are worse things in life than being an alcoholic, which I am
not. I am aware of the sensitivity around this subject and I
agree that much work still needs to be done involving Native
substance abuse. Moderation can be a very useful tool. In
no way am I suggesting that we should all drink or consume
chemicals. I try, at best, to rise above morality, just because
I would not like to cheat myself out of any knowledgeable or
mind expanding experiences. I also tend to move closer to
the edges of reality than most which can be uncomfortable
for some. We all make judgement calls. I don’t mind being
judged.

I heard this theory once that the reason Native
Americans have problems with alcohol is because
we were not used to it genetically. Something
about not having the ability to break down refined
sugar, or some shit. Well if that is true, it is a fact that
we did have Peyote and various other psychotropic
plants. So before alcohol, my own theory goes
that while British and other Doctrine of Discovery
Europeans were busy making drunken asses of
themselves all over the world, we were respecting our
mother’s herbs and spiritual gifts. If I was to follow
the colonizers’ logic on this one, we would therefore
have a higher tolerance to psychotropic plants, more
understanding of applications of the earth medicines,
and greater spiritual enlightenment.
However, there must be a distinction made between
the recreational use of drugs, the abuse of self
through the use of drugs and the more self-searching
aspects of drug use. Moralizing drugs can be a simple
as demonizing the coffee you drink in the morning.
Caffeine is a highly addictive drug and a pretty intense
one at that. Drug morality is something that has always
confused me a bit. Just looking at my people that are
cracked out on East Hastings makes me never want to
touch a single intoxicant.
I also think that drugs can be used as tools or a
weapons. Alcohol was an effective genocidal weapon
of the white man, but it is not the gun that kills
someone, it’s the person pulling the trigger.
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At any rate, psychotropic drugs and herbal medicine
have been greatly misunderstood by most European
cultures. Aldous Huxley (Brave New World), an english
academic who wrote about the effects of mescaline,
also wrote The Devils of Londun before he started
taking mescaline. Based on an historical event, Londun
is a story about mass hysteria and a fungus called
ergo (from which LSD is derived). A large majority of
people in a medieval town get high, see visions and
die. The ergo fungus grew inside the rye plant, the
most common food source for the poor. The wealthy
church officials ate wheat. The hallucinations were
considered to be from the devil, and because it was
in the rye bread, the healers were also infected.The
solution offered by the Christian church at the time was
to start murdering these people, and charging them
with witchcraft. Being poisoned by ergo was lethal:
besides the hallucinations, it also caused burning in the
extremities and, later on, gangrene. The church called
it the Holy Fire. There has to be something said about
being colonized by a culture that killed off most their
traditional healers, burning them at the stake because
they were women with herbal knowledge. Well, today
no one gets burned at the stake. Although it is not as
criminalized as before, you can be still be thrown in jail
for smoking cannabis and for being poor, especially if
you are red and smoking!
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Peyote

From what I can gather, the use of Peyote by
Native people has a rich and long history. Western
anthropologists estimate that it’s been used for
anywhere from 1000 to 4000 years, depending on the
area and the archaeological data. These statements
alone lead me to assume that it has been in use for
much longer. Peyote and its effects, like with most
things involving the white man’s attempts at colonizing
us, are greatly misunderstood. Since Red-white
contact, white officials have tried to suppress its use,
mainly because it has been conceived to violate their
religious ideals.
The first Indian peoples to use Peyote were from
Mexico, where the Peyote cactus abounds. The
modern Huichol Peyote ritual is thought to be the
closest to pre-Colonial Mexican ceremonies. The
Huichol people pilgrimage regularly in search of
Peyote. This journey to Wirikata, also known as the
sacred Peyote hunt, is an ancient practice and a central
part of the Huichol way of life. With the guidance of the
Shaman, the Peyote is consumed by the pilgrims, who
are then invited to explore and communicate with the
heart of the great spirit .
Although Peyote is the sacred plant of the Huichol, it
is used by Native and non-Natives alike. Some people
use Peyote in a spiritual context through its application
in the Native American Church. Their sacramental
use contrasts vastly with non-Indian recreational use.
Mescaline seems to be a more popular inebriant. I do
not consider Peyote a drug that I would personally use
for leisure. Still there are poor little Carlos Castaneda
wannabes running around bastardising and marketing
Peyote. This is the reason I suspect that you find
false Curandero’s (healers) today charging stupid
amounts of money to perform Peyote rites, promising
any participant self-transcendance, or the ability to
go beyond our material reality. The money charged
reminds me of the early Catholic church’s idea that you
could buy your way into heaven.
In a book called Plants of the Gods, by Richard Evans
Schults and Albert Hoffman, the authors describe one
of the requirements of going on the Huichol Peyote
hunt is that you have to recount in public your sexual
encounters in a spirit of non-judgment. Wow! Where
to start with that one? Depending on the definition of a
sexual encounter, I would need a few glasses of water
to clear more than my throat. What can I say? In the
tradition of my Algonquin cousins, disregarding the
degenerate white culture connotations, I am a squaw. I
do have certain reservations about these types of
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analysis. I am not one to consider myself spiritually
or sexually dirty and therefore I have no need to be
cleansed. These sorts of moralistic suggestions tend to
make me question the author’s intent.
Peyote is estimated to be used by over 40 different
Native Tribes in North America. Given that vast
range of cultures within those tribes, I would assume
that not every church or ritual would be exactly the
same. Styles of ritual will change with the inclusion of
different ideas and peoples. Most successful spiritual
movements have the ability to adapt and be attentive to
the needs of their people. I am always a bit suspicious
of anyone preaching dogmatism, religiousity and of
charismatic leaders, especially ones that offer spiritual
enlightenment in exchange for blow jobs. When it
comes to my life’s quests and its challenges, I find it is
best to keep an open mind, be reasonable and make
my own judgements,
It appears to me that the Native American Church
and its use of Peyote is one of cultural heritage,
preservation and healing. I also liked the philosophy
within the North America Church of Kiva. Kiva is a
safe place involving a community where we can all
be our true selves. If you find that the ideals within
any community go against our better judgement, say
something. If your opinion it is not well received or is
not properly respected then it is better to leave that
community than to continue. When involving yourself
in organisation or groups, whether spiritual or political,
no actions should violate what is in your heart or your
common sense.
One of the things that interested me about my research
into the use of Peyote is that it is also used in larger
groups and for various reasons. I always kind of had
the idea of the lone warrior going off to find meaning.
Yeah, sometimes I am a llittle ignorant. I found that in
almost all historical ritual cases it involved dancing.
In this, the nature of the way our people gather to
celebrate also reminds me a bit of the Goa trance and
Full Moon celebrations that happen here in Europe.
The roads to spirituality and the self have many paths.
You can find that without or without the ingestion of any
chemicals.
The most important fact to me about Peyote is that
it’s not addictive, and the continual use of Peyote
does not seem to produce any increased tolerance or
dependence. As with all mind-altering substance, its
use should be treated with caution and the respect it
deserves.
Ravyn Godwin
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Native
Discrimination
by Allan Bjornaa Jr.

Hello. My name is Allan Bjornaa Jr. I
am a Metis from Batchawana Bay,
Ontario. I am a member of the Ontario
Metis and Aboriginal Association and
I am writing on behalf of myself and
my family. My father is a member of
the Batchawana Band First Nation and
a proud native fisherman, who also
happens to own a government-issued
commercial license, and has been
working on Lake Superior his entire
life. Fishing has been the life blood
of not only my family but of my entire
community of Batchawana Bay.
Until recently, I was allowed to work
for my father but now the Ministry of
Natural Resources has imposed a ban
on non-Batchawana Band members
on their boats. I cannot find another
instance anywhere in Canada where
a son cannot work for his father. The
MNR has threatened me with criminal
charges and has threatened my father
with the seizure of his equipment. The
only criminal thing here is the blatant
discrimination the government is
showing towards not only Batchawana
Band members but proud Metis
fisherman as well.
In section 35 of “our” constitution, that
was written by white men, it states that
Metis have the same guaranteed rights
as full-status natives and Inuit. If I have
the same rights, why can I not fish as
well? Is it a crime for a native to marry
a white woman? Should his children
suffer because the woman he loves is
white? Of course not! The government
has gone too far in trying to govern
what they have no right to govern.
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Native fishing should be governed by
natives. My father is a good man and
is concerned with preservation of the
lakes. He has showed us to respect the
lake. He also pays income taxes just
like every other business in Canada.
He recently went to a government job
bank to post a job listing stating that
Batchawana First Nation members
need only apply but was told that the
listing would not be posted because
it discriminated because of race. My
father then stated that it was the
government that was forcing him to
discriminate. When he asked for written
documentation of this he was told that
he would have to talk to a supervisor
that was not available at that time.
The constitution has been in effect
since 1982. When do we get to decide
what we should do and when the
government stops dictating what is right
for native people? I would appreciate
any support in this matter. If you
need any background information or
documentation of this discrimination,
please feel free to contact me at home.
Thank you for listening.

Management
Accountability
By Terry Weaymouth

It is my experience as an urban
Aboriginal that there is an increasing
problem with management
accountability in employment and
training organisations. First and
foremost, prospective clients need to
meet eligibility criteria that alienates the
person further from the mainstream. It
is not enough that our people have to
subject themselves to profiling when
filling out various forms for employment

resource centres, community health
centres or academic institutions.
Availability for programs or services
at these Aboriginal employment and
training centres and Native Friendship
Centres depends more often than
not on who your family is. Nepotism
is rampant and mismanagement of
budgets is a common occurrence.
Yes, even our urban professional
leaders who bathe in prestige and a
traditionalist façade are susceptible to
corruption.
Take a Native Friendship Centre here in
Ontario for example:
Qualifications notwithstanding, it makes
one question the process of electing
people to such positions. For one who
has benefited from such programs or
services and has since moved up the
corporate ladder, wanting to give back
or make things better the opportunities
is equally as difficult. At one point
this writer was asked to join various
committees and take part in programs
that would better the urban Aboriginal
community.
What was observed at these committee
meetings was lack of direct involvement
by senior members. Often meetings
were cancelled due to conflicting
schedules or “the important ones”
knew what to do for the agenda or
“last year’s idea worked so just do it
again.” The conclusion I drew from this
frustrating experience was that in the
near future, mid-level professionals
who for mere age reasons have to
assume management responsibility,
will be poorly trained, ill-prepared and
continue to do what has always been
done. Consistent? Sure. Progressive
or beneficial to the client? No. Another
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point to consider is for mere age
reasons does that automatically grant
older ones in the Aboriginal community
the honourable title of Elder? You
decide.
The first solutionthat I can offer is
to hold official elections for senior
positions on committees. This way
clients that benefit from the result
of these committee meetings will
feel more a part of the communitybuilding process. Another solution to
mismanagement accountability would
be to elect a third impartial party to
monitor the progress of programs and
services provided to clients. This can be
done through random and confidential
surveys from the clients themselves, a
kind of customer satisfaction report if
you will. This may not be an immediate
or effective solution but it is a step in the
right direction.

This ain’t no “Injuns
Are Us”?!
Klahowya!
I am writing in regards to the ongoing
cultural oppression at UBC and the
degradation of First Nations people
reflected in mainstream educational
institutions and centers in BC.
I am referring to such examples as
the current UBC campus student
residences of Totem Park, and how the
various buildings are labelled “Haida,
Kwakiutl, Nootka, Shuswap, Dene,
and Salish.” This appropriation of a
commodified image of First Nations
people is demeaning and insulting to
those of us who are from the cultures
that these labels refer to. Those of
us who know our cultures intimately;
cultures where these names have
specific and complex histories tied
to the respective land bases and
languages of these First Nations
cultural groups.
I believe this right to our own
terminologies falls under Intellectual
Property Rights. The naming of First
Nations groups and crests and symbols
belongs to First Nations peoples, and
not outsiders.
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Not only are these names outdated,
they are being used in a such a context
of ignorance by non-First Nations
people, that in a different context, one
not involving the voice of First Nations,
where one can’t just say “F*** Haida!”
(as is spray-painted on a garbage
bin near the “Haida House”) without
understanding what Haida culture is or
who Haida people are.
We are not mascots. Not only is that
a degrading concept from an identity
perspective, it is also dehumanizing,
and thus, racist. First Nations people
in this region were never “conquered”
and our rights and land titles never
ceded. This misperception alludes to
some notion that through “conquest” of
Indigenous populations this gives the
right for the colonizer to appropriate
the symbolic imagery of Indigenous
populations and turn us into a
degrading form of a caricature. For
instance, just look at the widely popular
use of caricatures represented in sports
team logos such as the Indian Head
on the Chicago Blackhawks or the
Washington Redskins.
This is hardly an example of some sort
of “multiculturalism” at work here. It is
much more and less than that at the
same time. The notion of having these
labels as a leisurely and fun pastime
is narrow-minded because these
examples of appropriation tie into an
oppressive political, cultural, and social
agenda that does not support positive
relations across cultural groups and
barriers, let alone with First Nations
people.
This artificiality and misrepresentation
of First Nations people is keeping
UBC’s reputation of positive relations
with First Nations people, rather
stagnant and vague, through this use
of antiquated misrepresentation. If
UBC were to correct this situation,
and move towards promoting a more
culturally sensitive relationship and
environment at UBC with First Nations
people, this would require a change to
such things as this example of cultural
appropriation evident at the Totem Park
Residences. We are living people, not
mere commodities.

What can be done about this? Well
how about we change the names to
something like the “Yuppie House” or
“Redneck House”, or need I list more
discriminatory labels? The white lie that
UBC operates in culturally-sensitive
situations is silenced from what effects
this cultural appropriation has for UBC
and for First Nations people at UBC.
Although the recent Totem Pole
Rededication Ceremony at the Brock
Hall may be incorporated into this
argument as a more positive and
somewhat constructive example of
countering this dilemma, that situation
had a strong history where the
organizers, namely the Scow and Neel
families, put UBC in the liability and
professional responsibility to increase
the enrollment and participation of
First Nations people at UBC over
50 years ago. But that is a situation
involving First Nations leaders in the
process of decision-making to the
rights of crests and symbols used by
the UBC Thunderbirds, and legitimized
ceremonially and publicly at 2 events
at UBC at Brock Hall, in 1948 and in
2004. Including First Nations leaders
in determining how the media portrays
the images and the identities of First
Nations people is very important. First
Nations people should be allowed to
determine for what use and purpose
that First Nations’ crests and labels
be used by non-First Nations people.
Oftentimes these images are part of
complex stories protected by Intellectual
Property Rights, and demand the
respect and recognition of this cultural
distinction.
This is the year 2004, we should move
beyond these cultural misnomers
already and strengthen ourselves
through understandings, not misguided
assumptions. The social constructions
of identity are very important to us as
First Nations people, it is a continual
political reality surrounding our
communities and our people, reflecting
which voices are heard in society, and
which voices are silenced.
Dustin Johnson (Ts’mksxye’en /
Gitkxaahla)
President Indigenous Student Society
of the AMS at UBC
ubcindigenoustudentsociety@yahoo.ca
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Home Now
Representin a place called P.A.
Where all my natives led astray
We fired home in the correctional
This life seems so intentional
It’s alwayz all good
More thugged out natives from the hood
They call us criminals
But we only survive
Ain’t much to do
But stay alive
It’s as real as it gets
Now you can see the deal in my steps
we got colours, we got the thugs
The homies slangin drugs
It’s all just to eat
All the motherphuckas lovin the defeat
Pleasure from the pain
Livin life with nothin 2 lose and nothin 2 gain
We chose to live the strain
We love the fuckin stress
No one askin for the lord to fuckin bless
Tears don’t in this life behind the wall
Got 2 make that call 2 get the fuckin stall
But all in all
You won’t get dissed
Get these natives pissed
Dead motherphuckas are alwayz missed
But life sees tomorrow so fuck all the sorrow
Better pay back what you borrow
You’re not promised the next day
There’s rules that pave your way
We lock down
So many silent stories livin life turning failures into
glories
I’m just just tryin to show you how This correctional in P.A. became my home now.
Peace
Keith Prosper
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The Love Jam
(NDN Girls)
I see you at the powwow
Oh lord, you shine
I know there’s some brown sugar left
But every time I shake the bag
Brown sugar don’t come out
I’m cute, you’re cute
Let’s go to the movies!
Ask my friends and they’ll tell you
My heart is gold, just like your smile
And if you don’t believe your ears
Then believe your eyes
Because this is a message of
Love, respect, and adoration
If I had the wingspan of a condor
I would wrap my arms around
Each and every one of you
Jonathan Donelly Taylor
They Already Know Me
Slowly mumbling as my fingers tremble
Where am I and who am I
This smile on my face is the least of my worries
I need to figure out how I became who I am now
When there is no one else around
No one can tell me the details that formed my life
Not even the words I speak exist
How do I do such magnificent movements
When I cannot see the future or hold on to the past
it is here where I need to discuss this nature
as I sit down and speak with me and myself
I realize that I am an angel of the sky
And that I must relocate the present to decide who I
am
Just tell them they already know
Carlene George
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This Poem was written by a high school student in
Minneapolis

Today’s my day
You walk beside me everyday.
You taunt and haunt me with your evil ways.
But not today, today’s my day to tell you to fuck
yourself.
You crept into my mind, you bellowed deep into my
soul.
Even my steel doors walls couldn’t keep you out.
This time my wall is building with love.
You may try to break it, but love conquers all.
Your hatred is not a match for my love towards myself.
Tis greater than you.
I’m better than you. love has no price.
You took away my food.
You took away my hopes, my dreams,
You took away my family.
You took away my friends.
You took away my time.
You distorted my mind.
The one thing you tried your hardest was to steal my
soul, you failed and I lived.
Now I’m here with my love, untouchable.
Even your evil doings couldn’t hurt my love.
You hurt my feelings.
You stabbed my soul.
You tortured my mind.
You left me alone
You tried so hard to suck the living outta me.
But my love was strong, when I was weak.
I WON THE BATTLE, but you still creep.
You walk beside me everyday.
So does my love, it guides me through the day.
And now I’m here to tell you to
FUCK YOURSELF
because I am strong.
“I LOVE MYSELF”

Out casting our own is not a joke
See what things like that provoke?
6 are injured and 10 are dead
this is something we all should dread
families and friends lost loved onez
while a little boy took out anger with his guns
the thought of those are in my mind
but why are we killing our own kind?
It’s bad enough we’re thought of as drunks
Now we have to deal with the act of some young
punks
Not accepting him for who he was
Made him crazy and feeling unloved
All of this is very unacceptable
All of this I believe was preventable
Now it’s all over the news and on the streets
This is something, together we need to defeat
This can not go on a moment longer
We need to come together and become stronger
As native peoples it affects us all
Because the world we live in is very small
It effects how the world looks at us
So changing our wayz is a must
Accept someone for who they truly are
Give a comment or a smile because things like that do
go far
So as Native People we should stick together
And maybe this won’t last forever
Danielle McDonald
Age 16

Nachelle Henderson
18, Ojibaway
(recovering addict)
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TSIMILANO (In memory of Vincent Stogan,
Musqueam Elder)
I sat next to him in his Canoe
years of wisdom in his eyes
he works the net with the hands of a
Healer
and tells me of how it used to be
when this city was their Land
no pollution
no destruction
no addiction
the people were free to fish
to hunt and to gather
House posts on both sides of the Fraser
they tell their own stories
he would say
of the Clans and the Chiefs
there is meaning in the Potlach
power in the Longhouse
my people were strong
until there came
assimilation
reservations
mission schools
our pride has been replaced with pain
Button Blankets were taken from us
and now we are cloaked with shame
not much is left here now but
grief
rage
suicide

many of my people are lost on these streets
poverty stricken on what is left of our land
the Salmon is no longer ours
and whats spawns here is scarce
yet, the Cedar trees
still stand tall
and they soften the blow
of white conquests
the people will thrive again, he added
despite the years of oppression
so many of our young people are gifted
in ways they have yet to understand
these gifts come from the Creator
to fight for what is inherently ours
you will see the day
when the Ocean washes away our pain
and the House posts rise again
the Land will reclaim itself!
So take courage! Stand!
Unite with your brothers and sisters
arm yourself with Native Knowledge
and white education
when you recover all that was stolen
my Spirit will dance
and my masks will come alive
I will sing a Sacred Song
and you will hear Tsimilano
being carried by the Wind
M.McCallum
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Redwire Native Youth Media Society is a
media and arts organization dedicated to
Native youth expression.

Redwire Magazine is a
publication of Redwire
Native Youth Media Society

Redwire incorporated as an independent
Aboriginal youth society in November of
2002 under the name Redwire Native
Youth Media Society.

Mail

Redwire Magazine published its rst
issue in April ‘97 with the support of the
Native Youth Movement, a grass roots
Native youth group and the
Environmental Youth Alliance. Redwire,
published by Redwire Native Youth
Media Society, is the rst-ever nationally
distributed Native youth run magazine in
Canada and continues to stay committed
to operating with Native youth staff,
writers, artists and publishers.
Redwire Native Youth Media’s mandate
is to provide Native youth with an
uncensored forum for discussion, in
order to help youth nd their own voice.
Redwire is funded through the generous
support of Urban Multipurpose Aboriginal youth Centers (UMAYC) from the
Department of Heritage Canada.

Po Box 2042
Station Main Terminal
Vancouver, BC
V6B 3R6
ph 604-602-7226
fax 604-602-7276
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Joanna Recalma, Editor
Peter Morin, Arts Director
Marika Swan, Editorial Intern
Greg Pierre, Designer
Derek Manik Edenshaw,
CD Project Coordinator
Stan Williams, Youth Project Coordinator
Rachel Taylor, Copy Editor
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Nate Woodbury, “Teen BC”
Cover Art
“Teen BC” was the winner the
Anti-colonial Art Contest held as
part of the Cedar Table Series
organized by First Nations
students and allies at Simon
Fraser University

Cover Design
Greg Pierre

Send your submissions to
Redwire for our summer
issue: Send us art, poetry,
news, writing...get Paid
..actually we have lots of
poetry...how’s about
something else. Send to:
marika@redwiremag.com
The opinions and perspectives expressed in Redwire Magazine are those of the
authours and do not necessarily represent the opinions and prespectives of
Redwire Native Youth Media Society.
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You Will Submit
ubm
u
bm
You Can Choose
your attitude
your path
your message
We want to hear about
the turning points, the
tough decisions, and
the things you will do
differently next time.
Submit your stories,
sketches, graphics,
and articles
marika@redwiremag.com
fax to: 604-602-7276
mail to:
Redwire Magazine
119-#523 West Pender St.
Vancouver, BC V6B 1S5
Redwire will be offering
$$$$ for published
writings & art
$200 for cover art
$100 for features
$50 for news items/ Tell
it like it is rant/ international news/ proles/ media
watchdog
$25 for reviews (and swag)/
poetry
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